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Retention rates
still trouble
college officials

0

0
School makes headway at
keeping students through
graduation
By Neda Slmeonova
News Editor
Despite numerous e ffons, Columbia is still struggling to hold on to its students-especially minorities-according to an annual retention report
released by the college's Department of Institutional
Research .
The good news is that, since 1991. retention and
graduation rates of freshmen have increased. Other
good news is that fall-to-spring retention rates of
both freshmen and trans fer students remain strong. In
1995. only 67 percent of freshmen enrolling in the
fall 1995 semester returned the fo llowing spring
~emestcr. Nearly 80 percent of the full-time students
who enrolled in the fall 200 I semester returned this
spring.
The bad news is that the college sti ll grapples with
its problem of hanging on to African-American students.
According to the latest report, only 21 pcrcimt of all
full-time African-American freshmen male students
remain enrolled until the ir fourth year, and only 25
percent of African-American female freshmen stay
until the beginning of their fourth year.
Overall, the college retains 35 percent of its freshm en to the beginning of their fourth year.
The demographic with the highest retention levels
is that of Asian-American students. The college
retains 53 percent of all Asian-American female
freshmen and 45 percent of all Asian-American male
freshmen through the beginning of the ir fourth year.
Graduation rates for minorities are even lower.
By the end of their fourth year, only 4 percent of
African-American males a nd 7 percent of a ll

Joe S. Tamborello/Chron~le
Mayor Richard M. Daley, President George W. Bush and Gov. George Ryan walk with police officers down
Columbus Drive during the St. Patric k's Day parade on March 16.

Film student killed in a highway crash
0
Friends, teachers stunned by sudden
death
By Ryan Adair
Executive Editor

See Job rec:ruibnent, page 5
A Co lumbia fil m stude nt is dead after a car acc ident on
Saturday, Marc h 16. Mika Hurley, 2 1, o f Wadswort h,
Ill. , was kille d in Gurnee a fte r the car he was riding in
coll ided w ith a not her car in the oncoming la ne.
According to police stateme nts, Hurley was a passenger in the car drive n by Cha rles Drews, 19, of Gurnee.
Drews' 1989 Honda Civic appa rently c rossed the centerline of US Hi ghway 45 a nd Sunshine Road, slamming
head-on into a 2000 Toyota Sienna dri ven by a Vernon
Hill s woma n. Drews and anot her passenger in the vehicle were injured and taken to two a rea hospitals where

they were listed in good cond ition as of last week. The
driver of the other car and her two children were treated
and re leased from another hospital. Police have now
charged Drews for driving in the wrong lane. according
to the Chicago Tribune.
Mea nwhi le. fri e nds of H urley are trying to sort out the
tragedy while re turning to normal life here at Columbia.
"He was so s m art ... he wasn ' t just book smart. He was
very intellectual a nd a lways had something nice to say."
sa id Stephanie Forest, a tele vis ion m ajor who became
frie nds w ith H urley early last s e mes ter.
Ken Hunne me de r 's fr iendship with H urley dated back
to their h igh school days.
" He was a complete indiv idua l, a to ta l nice. ge ne rous
guy who a lways looked o n the bright side of things." the
freshm an sound major sai d.
In response tCl Hurl ey's passing. his parents arc in the
process of working with the school to estab lis h the Mika

See Hur1ey, page 2

Health center closer to becoming a reality
0

Faci lity could open as early as fall

2002 semester

welfare of our s tudents."
T he s tudent health cente r would provide bas ic medical
services, including the eva luation and treatment or minor

illnt•sscs and inj ury and the evaluat ion. tringc and n.·fc:r-

By Neda Simeonova
News Editor
Co lumbia is evaluati ng a propos al for the c reation of a
s tude nt health cente r w hich, if approved. wou ld be up
and running by the fa ll semester.
According to Mark Kelly. acting vice pres ident or
Student Affairs, the college has a p roposal from the Sage
Medical Group, w hic h a lso operates DePaul University's
Lincoln Park campus medical ce nter.
The proposed stude nt health fee for medical center
services would be $20 per semester for full -t ime stude nts
and $ 10 per semester for part-time stude nts. The sum mer semester fee is expected to be $ 10 for both full-and
part-t ime s tudents.
" We believe that, as an ins titution, we need to move
forward," Kelly said. "Young peop le on campus need a
variety of s upports and we have to be concerned with the

ra l o r more se rious illness or injury.
"We arc trying to find something very aiTordah le and
prov ide hasic m ed ical service to stud ents." Kcl 1\
explained . " It is a fact or life that our student s a rc sext;.
ally active and they need a p lace to go and get help ami
info rmation," he added.
According to Kelly, some of the typica l conditions that
would be treated by the center inc lude: uppa respiratory
and car infections, sinus itis. urinary tract in fections. ami
minor sk in conditions . The center would al so oll'er
breast and tes ticu lar exam and inst ruction in sdr exam
and treatm ent of STDs.
However, the medical center "ould provide common
in-o ffi ce testing. Specific tests would include: slrep
screening. pregnancy testing. mono spot testing. urin\!'
dipstick and accuc hec k blood s ugar testing. Other tests
cou ld be added when a ppropriate.

See HeaHh center, page 3
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The Edible Book Show & Tea, a tongue-in-clleek April
Fool's Day event. continues this year, again poking fun at
literature. art and food. In its third year. the event has
become an institution. Co-sponsors of the event are the
Center for Book and Fine Arts and the Columbia library.
The event hosted April 1 will be free to those who create
an edible book to share. It will take place in the library,
624 S . Michigan Ave .. third floor. Attendees who wish to
join without bringing food will be asked for a S10 donation. To participate with an original creation, attendees
must RSVP by 5 p.m .. March 28. gMng their name.
"book" title and a full list of ongredients to Melissa Jay
Craig, (312 ) 344~35. To RSVP as a guest who is not
bringing food call Michelle Ferguson. (312) 344-7384.
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Adobe calls on design
students for top honors
Students s kolled in Adobe Tools could have a chance
to win cash, pnzes and a tnp to New York oty on the
2002 Adobe Design Achoevement Awards. Winners will
be announced in July at the Solomon R. Guggenheom
Museum. Students who wosh to regoster for the awards
should visit www.adobe .com/partnersbydesogn. When
prompted for logon onformabon. students should type
pbd@oolum edu as a usemame and pbd110 as a
password

Takong a stand agaonst the prolife ration of fine arts
omages used on commerCia l advenos ong, the Arts
Communoty-a student art o rgan ozahon at
Columbi3-Wlll present "Co-Mu1ony • Th1s exhoblt of
20 30 and ons ta llat1on a n opens March 25 a nd runs
through Apnt 12 at the Hok1n Gallery. 623 S Wabash
Ave Adm1s s.on 1s free Fo r more 1nlormat10n call
(312) 344-71 88

Exhibit features carnival art
Hatch S how P nnt. a Nashville-based le tterpress
shop that has created posters lor Amencan Clrcusea,
cam 1vals . vaudev1lle and theater product1ons . woll be
exh1brt1ng work at Columbia The eve nt woll feature
a lternatrve country musoc record1ng anos ts Waco
Brothers and S ally Tomms (Bloodshot). as well as a
s hde show lecture by Hatch d orector and cura to r Jom
Sherraden The eve nt os free and woll rvn 1n the
Center for Book and Paper Arts at 1104 S Wabash
Ave from Apnl 5 to May 10 For more 1nforma toon
call (312 ) 344.-6630

Screening series to continue
F~m

Web offers help winding up for the pitch
0
In this week's series: Screenwriters
can use these sites to help perfect their
pitches
By Laurie Salpdo
Staff Writer

Anti-advertisement art show
to be showcased at Hokln

The

Protestors display signs at
a rally held during the St
Patrick's Day parade
organized by Columbia
Anti-War group 'On the
Ground.' The group
opposes the war In
Afghanistan as well as US
involvement in Colombia.

and Vodeo department'• Wednelday

Screenong Senes conbnues th11 week With •Adnft on the
Heartland • ThiS 70-monute film follows the tranliiiOnS
a young Palesbf'llan woman makea 1n her move to the
Ufllted ~tes The fll m'a director and Columbia artlat·
on-residence . Bngod Maher. woll be preaent along woth
editor Bryan McHenty The film woU be weened on
March 21 at 8 p m . 1104 S Wabaah Ave . Room 302
F()( more onformabon call (312 ) 344-6708

lf you have an upcoming
event or announcement,
please call the Chronicle's
news desk
at (312) 344-8568.

If you don't want to be: a waiter or waitress for the
remainder of your worlting ye~ while your great scm:np~y gathers dust. you should learn how to pitch it for the
b ag screen.
" It's not very difficult to get into an otftee to pitch your
idea,.. said Ron Falzone. Colwnbia faculty member and
recipient o f an Illinois Arts Fellowship in scr«nwriting in
~000 What happo:ns inside the: office is the hard part.
" Keep on mond it's a mutual relationship. People get paid
to hear pitches." Falronc said You arc providing them a
scr. icc. C\ en though >ou rna> not be: treated 3S such.
Falzone suggested asking questions "hen )OU call the stu·
doo to lind out "' hin they lll'C looking for. " Do ) our home·
,.,on;_ PLxc:s arc looking for specific scm:nplll) s. Don' t
walk in " ith a romM tiC comedy if the) ' n: looking for a
western." he satd
Once you know "'hat the) wMt and you think you have
it. determine what ekmcnl$ ) ou an: going to highlight in
your pitch Be cnergctoc "GI\ c them a tag: Slly. 'I have a
part for Julia Roberts I hn'c a C4l' chase, "' Fal.ronc said. If
your scn:cnpla) s do not seem to be "'hat the studio C.'I(CCU·
tivcs arc look ing for. Faltonc: suggested looking at
www.holl)"' oodn:poflcr com or www. vatic!) .com to lind
out what's go ong on in the industry
llc:re an: some lldditioMl Web sues that offer s~cstions
on how to slip away from the world of waiting tllbiC$-Or
whatever your biK:k up piM rnay bc:--by effectively pitch·
ing your screenplays.
Slla 10 help you b«omt llldiUtry savvy
Tht! Ho/1) ...-ood Rl"porr.:r
(www.hollywoodrq)ortcr.com)
Tht! Hnl/y...-ood R;·porter site ;, when: you can search a
proJCCI database by distribut()(, sourc.c , scnrc. keyword or
date A S 14.9S monthly subscriplion fcc is n:quin:d to
.w:ccss thl~ p111t of the site. A su~riplion would also allow
ACCess to a listing of liC:ripl pitches and books recently sold
to the lilm industry. The site also offers fm: ACcess to some
Dl11clcs and movie n:views.
Vtvlny (www. varlcty.com).
Varlet)• dcc:nu itself the "premier online source cntcnain·
rncnt industry news." A subliC:riplion is needed to acc:css
rno:n of the site, which offm industry news, film n:views,
spcc:ial n:ports, cntenainmcnt news and more. 11lc subscnptlon abo AIIOWIIICCCU to I..A. 411, 1 production sc:rv·
icc daUiha..'IC. lhe s ite offers a 30-duy free tril\l period. A
onc-yc11r sul)'l(:rlplion is $59. one month is $1 2.95 zmd one

Hu
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day is $2.95.
Sites to help you succcssfuUy pitch your Krftaplay
-5ydFicld.com: 11lc Art of Pitching
(www.sydf~eld.com)

When you look at this site, scroll down and click on '"The
Art of Pitching." This part of the site tells you "your idea
must be: presented with passion, clarity and confidence." To
do so you must know the key clements of your story inside
and out. You have to express your idea quickly because in
a pitch meeting because you only have about 20 minutes It
sell your idea.
'The site also suggests "'hat studio executives look far ir
your appearance. "The Art of Pitching" also warns.
" Everybody is a buyer and seller in Hollywood." Yow
scn:enplay may be: amazing. but if you don't know how to
sell it no one will sec it
- 11lc Scr«nwriter's Web (www.tnakingin.nct)
"Docs it smell like a movie?" is a question proposed II
this site. 11lc site offers suggestions on how to answer this
question. Also available at the site is information on ho"
to llltlltt your idea to the studio it is best suited for.
-Cn:ntivc Scn:cnwriti~
(www.crcativcscn:c:nwriung.com)
When you go to this site do a search for Kosberg. You
will lind "It's the Pitch Stupid! An lntc:Mew With Robert
Kosbc:rg." by Michael Cill. Kosbc:rg, producer of
"Commando." "12 Monkeys;· "Fade to Black~ and
"National l..nmpoon 's Dad's Week Off." shared his advic;e
on pitching and nwio:cting scn:enplays and em~
how imponant it is to know your nwlo:et--don't pttch fibn
studios something they won't want
. .
Kosberg abo advised. " If you haven't seen the moVIe 111
your head and if you can't replay it in your head---al ~
the bMic bc:giMing. middk and end with the key big scenes
and sec picces-rou shouldn't ~itch it. because you won"t
be able to n:late ot well oe expllllll it well."
- "Idea$ An: a Dime a Dozen. So ~ Should I limn to
Youn? 'Pitching' Your ldelU So That They Will be Heard'"
(www.c.msstl.~uctsfpublicationslpdOidca_pitch.pdf)

11lc author of thos artick, I h:ard Frank Watson. WTOO:
that he learned the ldc&s foe this at a non-technical writina
confcrenc:e. in whk:h he was pitching a screen~ idea to
Christopher ~lcr, din:ctoe of de\-clopment foe Fo.~ 2000
and author of 1M H+ilt'r ~ .Jountf'y: /.:(11hic
Wrltc.-rs. Upon rejectiOf Watson's scrttnplay. \\l(ller
gcstcd techniques for pitching scrccnplllys. In the paper.
Watson provides a chcckli)1 of questions tbr making sure
you lltc relldy for your pitch meeting.

Slrvcnnp
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thot llurlcy 's class mfttcs from Direct lot~ I are honorina
his life and accomplishments by submitting Hurley's
OnAI 111m he crented to Big creen. the Film depart·
mcnt 's annual, yenr-cnd Oint festival .
Services for I harley were held lnst Wcdncsdl) ,
Mnrch 20. at St. Mftrk l.uthcmn hun:h In Waukeaan
In ttttcmlhncc were llurlcy 's fnmilv. sevcml friend.
nnd tc•~hcl'll fhlm C<!lumbin . Durlt'i the cclretl\00)
llurlc 's IMt film WIIS pl~ed fur the 1110\lnlet'll. f \\1
llunncmcdcr. thc dcnth 11f his 1-cst fricnd h s ~rtalnl)
put his life Into pcrs pc · tlvc.
" It hM hrou11ht 1111 ol' hi lllurloy 1friends closer." II
s11ld. "It mntlc us re111itc htl\ 4uick '~can y,o.''
llurlcy IN s urvlvcd by his llllrents l'hlllllll llurlc ot
Mlnmi, Fin., nnd 1'11111 llurlo nf Wndsw\lt'1h; Otle sl tt r.
Mur111111 I lurlcy of ._ ndswtll'lh, nntl s ''oral un~:l .
MilliS nnd (\UShiS.
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Students expect to have new Latino
magazine on Columbia stands by May
0 Student publication
geared toward Columbia
Latinos

ByJUlian Helmer
Managing Editor

Former Columbia student Joe Proulx speaks to students in a Peace Studies class.

Visiting activists speak out
against U.S. involvement in Iraq
0
Protesters outline
harm of sanct ions imposed
on Iraqis since Gulf War
By Jeremy Adragna
Assistant News Editor
As a supplement to the Peace
Studies course offered by the Liberal
Education department, professor
Louis Silverstein invited two members of the Chicago-based peace
o rganization Voic.e s in the Wilderness
to speak to his c lass about the effects
of the economic sanctions imposed on
Iraq by the UN Security Council after
the Gulf War.
Joe Pro ulx, a former Columbia student, and Kathy Ke lly, a longtime
social justice activ ist and former
Chicago Catholic schoolteacher
spoke to students about their recent
humanitarian mission to Iraq, which
they made despite threats of penalty
by the U.S. Treasury Department.
Proulx described his personal experience with the Gulf War and as a student in Silverstein's Peace Studies
c lass in 2000, where he first met
Kelly.
" I hadn't thought about the Gulf
War since I was 11," said Proulx. " I
shut out everything that I thought
about the war back then. I told

myself, ' You' re on the winning team
and you' re O K."'
After meeting with Ke lly outside
the classroom, Proulx almost immediately dropped out of Columbia to join
Voices in the Wilderness.
Kelly, who has been active in
protests all over the world, has spent
many years living in countries in the
Middle East and has witnessed the
effects of sanctions imposed on the
Iraqi people first-hand.
"Economic sanctions pose the
largest problem for those who are
unable to defend themselves," said
Kelly. "The elderly, sick and poor are
the hardest hit by these sanctions. "
The sanctions imposed on the Iraqi
people are in direct conflict with the
articles of the Geneva Conventions
signed after World War I , by the current members of the United Nations
including the United States, according to Kelly.
Simple everyday items such as
soap, incubators, baby food and pingpong balls are banned by the sanctions according to "The Scourging of
Iraq: Sanctions, Law and Natural
Justice," by Geoff Simmons (St.
Martin Press).
Kelly fears the poor treatment of
Iraqi people by the United Nations
and the United States will only serve
to create a greater problem for the
United States in the future by incubating hatred.

Several Columbia students--with the
help of the Multicultural Affairs/Student
Li fe office and with the guidance of other
Chicago students who have accomplished
similar feats--are joining forces to start
their own publication. a magazine geared
toward Columbia's Latino students.
Ana Maria Soto, director of Latino
Cultural Affairs, said the idea for this
Latino magazine came about because of
similar publications at the University of
Chicago, University of Illinois at Chicago,
Northeastern Illinois University and
DePaul University. Some students felt the
need to make people more aware of some
of the issues Latino students face.
" I feel that there's a need [for this type of
publication] at Columbia. We have a 10
percent Latino population, and I feel like
there's no network for us," said Cynthia
Rodriguez, a journalism j unior.
"There are people who would argue that
[Latinos] have their own organization, the
Latino Alliance. I don't work with that
organization; they don't provide a political
platform. I feel that we have too many
issues going on that no one really knows
about," Rodriguez said.
Soto said that, while her office
(Multicultural Affairs) is providing the
funding for the first issue, the work has
been done entirely by the students.
Rodriguez came to her with the idea for the
publication, and Soto had her write a proposal- including candidates for a faculty
adviser and for the editorial board, a budget, the need for this publication and their
goals. Soto has since forwarded the proposal to the dean of students for the
approval necessary for the publication to
become a student organization.
"We are looking at [the money we're putting toward the first issue] as seed money
for an idea," Soto said. "Our hope is that
after that, it will become a student organization and then it will receive funding from
the school."
The students' proposal named Rose
Economou, full-time faculty member the
Journalism department, as the faculty
adviser of the magazine.
"I basically go between the students and
the Journalism department, and I help the
students editorially," Economou said.

Rodriguez. who will be the magazine's
editor-in-chief, has been attending weekly
meetings with the editors of the other
schools· Latino magazines to exchange
ideas.
Although many plans are still in the
works, Economou said the stan· has some
general ideas about what they'd like to
cover.
"Of course we will cover news, but w~ 'II
also do features about issues on the minds
of Latino students. They' re not all interested in the same thing, so there's a wide
range of material," Economou said. Some
issues covered in the paper may include
immigration and bilingual education. she
said.
Another aspect of the publication that is
not quite fi nalized is its editorial board,
according to Soto. The students involved
in developing the magazine are working on
putting together a board of editors so that
decisions aren't left up to just one person,
she said. The board will consist of about
five people, and the rest of the students
involved will be the writers for the magazine, Soto said.
In addition, the name of the magazine
and the frequency of publication have not
yet been determined. Rodriguez said
there will be one issue of the magazine
this year, and they are shooting fo r a midMay release. She said she hopes that the
publication will increase to at least two
issues per semester next year. She
expressed some concern, however, about
the magazine's future, since most of the
students involved are juniors and seniors.
"We need to get some young blood
involved," she said.
Rodriguez is delighted that there will
finally be an outlet at Columbia for
Latino students to make their concerns
heard.
"There are too many stereotypes in the
media and in the school. When you have
a community like Columbia, you have
kids coming from the richest suburbs like
Barrington, [lll. ], Indiana [suburbs] and
Aurora [lll.], and this is their first time
actually interacting with minoritiesAfrican-Americans and Asians and
Hispanics- and they really don't know
anything about, or how to interact with
us. All they get is information that they
hear from the media," Rodriguez said.
" I' m excited any time I have students
willing to work toward a goal of communicating and learning about what Latinos
are all about," said Soto. "This will be a
really great experience for them. They're
starting something new, and I hope it will
continue."

What's in a name? Chicago's 'Ossama' wonders Health center
0
Businessman decides

Continued from Front Page

against changing salon's
name
By Kristen Glanfortune
Contributing Writer
Boulos Estafanous, who owns a beauty
salon on South Dearborn St., does not
think his name affects the relationship
between himself and his clients. In all
respects this seems reasonable, but his
clients don't know him as Boulos--they
know him as Ossama.
"It's a very common Middle-Eastern
name," he said. Estafanous, who is originally from Cairo, Egypt said he received
the nickname Ossama while playing soccer as a young boy.
Estafanous owns a prestigious chain of
salons called "Ossama's." He began his
career in cosmetology in 1978, and in 1988
he opened "O.M.S. Hair design" at 5100 S.
Cornell Ave. in Hyde Park. His business
has e~panded to include shops at 641 E.
J62nd St. in South Holland and at 433 S.
Dearborn St. in downtown Chicago.
He appeared on "Oprah" in 1994 to talk
about hair and the importance of hair
styling. He said Oprah invited him
because of his reputation and his excel)tional work with African-American hair.
The Dearborn Street salon is adorned with
numerous awards from hairstyling competitions including a first-place award in the

Michael SchmidUChronicle

Andy, who as ked the Chronicle not to reveal his last name, a stylist at Ossamas's
hair s alon, gives a customer a 'touch-up.' The salon does not appear to be losing
any business since Sept. 11.
Midwest Hair Cut Show in 1995. His
salon was also featured in the movie " How
Do Ya Like Me Now."
Estafanous said he considered changing
the name of his full-service salon after
Sept. II because he didn't want to share a
nickname with Osarna bin Laden. He said
he was deeply saddened by the tragedy,
and said that bin Laden is a coward. "If
you want to fight, fight the army, not
innocent people."
After Sept. II , Estafanous hung
American flags and "United We Stand"

posters in all of his salons and on his
cars. Of Sept. II, he said, " I love the
United States, and I wish it would not
happen again."
He said that the name change would not
cause him to Jose business because his
employees do a good j ob and the salon
has a good reputation. He likened the
name of his salon to the name Adolph
Hitler, because the name Adolph was
very popular before World Was II. He

See Ossama, page 5

The health center would have a
physician's assistant available 80 percent of the time and a physician 20
percent of the time. Services for students would be available from 9 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. on campus, according to
Kelly. In addition, Sage Medical
Group has an office in Lincoln Park,
which is open for visitation until 6:30
p.m. during the week and on Saturday
mornings.
" We did a survey and we could not
find one other college of this size that
didn' t have a health center," Kelly
said.
.
If the college accepts Sage Medi cal
Group's proposal, it would be a year-to
year contract. Columbia would pay for
the space and for bills such as heat,
water and electricity. The students '
fees would cover the rest, Ke lly said.
The Office of Student Affairs compiled a student survey, which showed
that the majority of students liked the
idea of having a student health center
on campus.
According to Kelly, the college will
reach a final decision some time next
month. If the college decides to go forward with the proposal, the Student
Health Center would be located on the
lower level of the residence hall, at
731 S. Plymouth Court.
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Hillary Kalish Scholarship

David Rubin Trustees' Scholarship

$2500 maximum award per academ;c year
($1250 awarded in Fal!. 2002 anct $1250
CJw;;rrJcd in Spring. 2003). This sciloln,ship
heips medically and financially challenged
stutients compiE~te an undergrad;;ate degree.
(Part-time students are eligib'e to apply.)

$2000 for one academic year ($1000 awarded in
Fall. 2002 and $1000 awarded in Spring 2003).
This scholarship is for full-time outstanding
students to defray tuition costs. Scholarship
awards are based on academic achievement and
demonstration of financial ne0.cl.

Deadline: April 1 , 2002

Deadline: April 1, 2002
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Applications are available at:
Student ri•1urci<JI S•Jrv1ces. 600 S. Micll gton , Roon 303
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At Columbia College, you're surrounded by extraordinary students with
great ideas. The Columbia College
Chicago Talent Exchange offers a new
way to connect with interesting opportunities for collaboration . Th is one-day
"trade fair" will allow you to dip into the
talent pool, toss yourself in, or both. It's
up to you!
WHEN:

Thursday, April 18, 2002
1 a.m. to 3 p.m.

WHERE: Conaway Center, 1st
Floor, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
TO REGISTER: Forms are available
in your academic departments and in
the Career Center for Arts & Media,
Suite 300, 600 S. Wabash Ave.
ON-LINE: You may also register at the
Career Center homepage:
http://www.colum.edu.student-life/careerplanning
C0 I ll Ill b I il WOnKS .
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Ad _busters speak
to college students
0
Vancouver-based magazine
critiques U.S. advertisement industry
By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor
Two Adbusters staff members exhibited previous
works and spoke to Columbia students, March 20 in
Room 203 o! the 623 S. Wabash Ave. building.
'!-~busters tS a Vancouver-based, g lossy magazine that
cnllques the advertising industry.
Creative director Mike Simons and art director Paul
Shoebridge talked about Adbusters ' "creative resistance"
etho~, in wh!ch- through stylized ad spoofs, photographs
and tllustrattons- they heighten the public's awareness.
Shoe.bridge said one. of their goals is to let people know
that tf they are buymg products like Kool-Aid or Kraft
Macaroni and Cheese, their money is actually going to
Philip Morris Inc.
~ n one piece of work, they recreate the American flag,
ustng corporate logos (such as McDonald's and
Macintosh) in place of the 50 stars. Works like that were
ri~q.ue after the Sept. II attacks, but there is a necessity for
cnllcal art, Shoebridge said.
Kevin Cassidy, facilities manager for Columbia's Art
and Design department, introduced the two. He said
"After Sept. II , I had to step back and question my ow~
cnttcal posture and ask: Was it always right to be criticizing the United States?"
He added, "[Adbusters) is important even if you don't
agree with their decisions. It's really important to look at
who we are, how we do things and what might make the

Dwayne M. Thomas/Chronicle

Adbusters staff members show students a variety of spoof ads, illustrations and photographs during a two-hour slide
show at 623 S. Wabash Ave., Room 203 last Wed., March 20.
world better."
Simons said they don't have solutions for all the problems they address but said that, by exposing certain
companies that maintain sweatshops and the fact that
America is the biggest consumer nation the world,
Adbusters can help the nation's citizens become aware
of the problems.
In the past, Adbusters focused on spoof ads (one example shows a deflated vodka bottle and says "Abso lUt
Impotence"), but due to changes in advertising, they are

Retention rates
Continued from Front Page
African-American females graduate from
Columbia. On a similar note, only 4 percent of
Hispanic males graduate by the end of their
fourth year, while II percent of all Hispanic
females graduate by the end oftheir fourth year.
Only 14 percent ofall full-time students graduate by the end of their fourth year. More fulltime students however, graduate by the end of
their fifth and sixth year.
According to the latest report, 22 percent
graduate by the end of their ti fih year and 24
percent graduate by the end of their sixth year.
According to the report the news is better for
full-time transfer students. Overall the college
retains 53 percent of its transfer students by
their fourth year. Of all full-time transfer students 43 percent graduate by the end of their
fourth year. According to the report, 48 percent
graduate by the end o f their fifth year and 49
percent graduate by the end of their sixth year.
As with incoming freshmen, AfricanAmerican transfer students have the lowest
retention and graduation rates.
Only 30 percent of all male African-American
transfer students stay until the beginning of
their fourth year. According to the report, the
college retains 42 percent of all female AfricanAmerican transfer students.
By the end of their fourth year, only 20 percent of male African-American transfer students and 28 percent of female AfricanAmerican transfer students graduate.
Asian-American transfer students have the
highest retention and graduation rates. The
report shows that 62 percent of AsianAmerican male transfer students and 63 percent
of Asian-American female transfer students
remain in college up to their fourth year.
Overall, 50 percent of all Asian-American students graduate by their fourth year.
Despite the low numbers, college officials

said they felt positive about the various increases.
"Is it the numbers that we want to see? No,
but the numbers have jumped over the five
years," said Mark Kelly, acting vice president
of Student Affairs.
Kelly added that freshman-to-sophomore
retention rates at Columbia are about average
for open-admission colleges, of which there are
very few in the United States.
"In the next couple of years, we'll be at a
place where other colleges want to be," Kelly
said.
Columbia has a hard time hanging on to students due to a "complex number of reasons,"
Kelly explained.
"There is never one factor. Almost all students say it is for financial reasons, but
researchers say it is much more complex than
that. I think that what we have to do is make
this a great place where students feel motivated so that they want to stay," he said.
For the past couple of years, the co llege
has created various programs and organizations to motivate its students to stay in college: Student Convocation, the Student
Center and the Multicultural Center for
Student Life. Recently a task force of students also developed the first student government. In addition, a new mentoring program for minority students is expected to
begin in the fall. Kelly said there is no one
solution to increasing retention at
Columbia.
"There is no magic bullet- a mentoring
program by itself is not enough. There is no
one ingredient," he said.
He mentioned that Columbia has recently
applied for a national award-the 2002
Retention Excellence Award- for the
school's efforts to improve retention.

Ossama
Continued from Page 3
said he is not worried about being disliked
because his clients know and respect him and
are fair when judging him . He also said he
does not fear vandalism or harassment because
he would just call the authorities.
There haven't been any hate crime-related
activity at any of his salons since Sept. II , but
he said that he did notice cars coming into the
parking lot of his South Holland store, circling,
then leaving. He is most concerned about his
daughter because her license plates say Ossama
on them.
"Sure, they say things about my name,"
Estafanous said, but he said it's in a friendly
and funny context.
"American people have a wide mind," he
said. He added that he loves America and is a
Christian as well as an American citizen.
Estafanous said his business, like all busi-

nesses, has suffered financially because of the
recession, but he doesn't think it has anything
to do wtth the name. He said the last time
prices changed at the salon was in October
2000.
Neither he nor his employees have expressed
concern about their well-being or the wellbeing of the shop. He said he trusts his
employees and hires hair stylists based on their
experience. Estafanous said he believes his
employees are the best at what they do, and the
quality of their work is the key to being successful.
Even though Estafanous has a bachelor's
degree in accounting, he said because he loves
to do hair, he found himself in cosmetology.
Estafanous said his main goal is to make his
clients happy, but most of all, he wants to
make them look beautiful.

focusing more on abstract ideas.
"The sophistication amongst advertisers has grown considerably," Shoebridge said. " It used to be very modern,
like: Here's our nice product, here's something sexy and
here it goes. Now, you have people making fun of themselves making fun of themselves. It's become so cyclical
that it's almost impossible for us to come in, remove the
product and make fun of it."
Simons added, "We're not against advertising, we just
critique certain campaigns."

Collegiate Pride Fest promotes
student activism on campus
0
Event to celebrate
GLBT student community
By Angela Caputo
Staff Writer
To kick off Collegiate Pride Month,
Columbia is teaming up with local
colleges
and
universities
for
Colleg iate Pride Fest 2002, an event to
celebrate the Gay Lesbian Bisexual
Transgender presence on Chicago's
campuses.
" If you're GLTB or an a lly, let's all
get together through the Co lumbia
community," said Victoria Shannon,
coordinator of the Columbia Office of
Gay and Lesbian Student Concerns.
"We're trying to get out there and get
more people involved and working
together," said Lori Bieniek, acting
president of Columbia Pride. "We
hope that people will work together to
celebrate a sense of pride and show
students that there are other GLBT
students out there too."
April 6 from 3 to I 0 p.m. the
Collegiate Pride Fest 2002 will be celebrated at the Chicago Cultural Center
at 77 E. Randolph Ave. Admission
will be $5 per person.
A round table of student activists
will feature one student from each
participating school. "The student
panel will introduce ideas about being
active in the community. Hopefully,
the panel will show students that
activism isn't an elusive thing. It's
accessible to all people," said Man
Lawrence, a Columbia student
appointed to the panel.
Lawrence has been an activist for
HIV/AIDS issues during his years at
Columbia. "Over the course of 1999
and 2000, I raised $60,000 for AIDS
Care. I did it by pulling a couple of
stunts, riding my bike across the country. The first time, I rode with my dog
Hommus in tow in a kiddy carriage,"
Lawrence said.
Shannon hopes the event will inspire
other students to become activists. " I
don't think that every student should
march down the street with a gay flag

over his or her head. My hope is that
students become more aware and take
act ion in ways that they are comfortable with even if it means writing a
check, a letter or voting," Shannon
said.
Local politicians-including U.S.
Reps. Jan Shakowsky and Rod
Blagojevich and State Rep. Carol
Ronen, Chicago aldermen and Mayor
Richard M. Daley- have been invited to Pride Fest. Bieniek said, " I
hope to meet a lot of politicians there
so we can talk person to person."
Bieniek hopes that increased G LBT
v is ibil ity and recognition by politicians will bring more resources to
the GLBT students of Col umbia.
" We need help in deve lopi ng a
resource center big enough to hold
events like Nat ional Coming Out
Day, A IDS Awareness Day and
Black and Worn en's II is tory Month
events.'"
A national discussion of GLBT
issues is also s lated to be part of the
event. Gues t s peakers include
Urvas hi Vaid, former execut ive
director of the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force 's Policy
Inst itute, a nd Richard Tafel, executive directo r of the Log Cabin
Republicans-a political action
committee for gay conservatives.
Pride Fest will host musical acts
and performance arts groups
including Ellen Rosner, Big Smith,
About Face Theatre, Hysterical
Women and the Drag Kings.
The Univers ity of Illinois at
Chicago, University of Ch icago,
and Loyo la and Nort hwestern
Un ivers ities have been at the helm
of organizing Pride Fest a long with
Columbia over the past year. "It's
been an e volution, a long process,"
Shannon said. The schools' common goal is to bring recognition to
GLBT students of Chicago .
Shannon hopes that the collaborati on won't stop at Pride Fest. " I'm
hoping that we can create a consortium of all local co lleges that have
GLBT. Together we have more
ways to provi de resources for students," Shannon sai d.
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Bring your talent and experience to Camp Chi this summer.
Teach kids ages 9 to 16 the creative and technical aspects
of radio and video production. Chi's professional studios are
set in a fun , camp environmen t that inspires creative work.

Now hiring:

Radio Specialist: Direct Camp Chi's
private FM radio station WCJ-11 98. 7.
Produce ca mpers' live broadcasts,
coordinate remote reporting, manage
programming, train on-air talent,
supervise script writing and more.

Video Specialist: Produce and edit
camper videos. Train campers in
camera operation, editing, sound,
storyboarding, lighting, production
and ~pcci al effects.

To apply on-line, visit us of www.compchi.com
or coll847.272.2301 to request on application.

A young marketing Management Team is currently
seeking determined, self-starters who are looking

~
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the (o-ed overnight camp of the JCCs of Chicago CHI
in the Whcomi n lh:lh. Ca mp runs from Mid-june- Mid-August.
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Great salarv • Cool people • Unbeatable experience

for Career Advancement Opportunities. If your
major is business or marketing, please call
recruiters: Cheryl (312) 925-4591; Jean (773)

771-2993; Leslie (773) 489-4647; or Vanea
(773) 261-3402, for seminar information.

Seton Hall looks to battle presumed Ecstasy use
By Matt McCue
The Seton ian (Seton Hall U.)
SOUTH ORANGE, N.J.-While there
haven't been any reported incidents
involving Ecstasy on campus. Seton Hall
University officials said they are sure the
drug is used here.
The university is taking several steps to
ensure the drug's popularity does not rise.
The university has begun educating
admi nistrators in all positions, and next
month Public Safety and Security will
take part in a conference on club drugs,
Crime Prevention Officer Gary Christie
said.
"We are in the process of developing
policies, procedures and strategies,"
Christie said.
"A unified coalition will look at ways
to increase activities on campus and find
other ways to get the students involved,
Christie said.
" It's not just enforcement but also giving someone an alternative," Christie
said.

Ecstasy is a stimulant that allows the
user to be active for a longer period of
time.
It is known for reducing inhibitions,
producing feelings of empathy and eliminating anxiety. It also suppresses the
body's need to sleep, eat or drink.
"It's more of a social kind of thing,"
Christie said, adding most usage is dance
club related. Using Ecstasy can cause
damage to both the mind and body.
Physiologically, the effects can range
from paranoia and anxiety to depression
and confusion.
Physically, heart rate and blood pressure will increase and the user can feel
faint and nauseous.
Body heat temperatures have been
known to rise as high as 107 to I 09
degrees Fahrenheit, according to the New
Jersey Prevention Network.
"What has everyone so concerned about
it is the long-term affects that young people don't seem to be aware of," Christie
said.
Of all college students, 8.4 percent have
used Ecstasy at least once, according to

Posing for Playboy may mean
trouble for Baylor U. women
0
Budweiser swimsuit
calendar is OK by Christian
college's administrators
By Brandl Dean
The Lariat (Baylor U.)
WACO, Texas-Photographers for
Playboy magazine's "Women of the Big
12 Conference" feature and representatives of the "2003: Budweiser Women of
the Big 12 Conference Swimsuit
Calendar" will be in Waco, Texas, this
week in search of Baylor University
women to pose for their publicatio ns. but
students who do so could face co nsequences from the Baylor administration.
Playboy has been featuring college pictorials for the past 25 years.
When the Big 12 last was included in
1996, President Robert B. Sloan Jr. told
The Lariat that students who posed for
the magazine would be "subject to expulsion under the student sexual misconduct
policy." This time, however, that may or
may not be the case.
Bethany McCraw, the associate dean of
judicial and legal student services who
would be in charge of punishment, said
although the handbook lists expulsion as
a possible conseq uence of such behavior,
that conseq uence is not a foregone conclusion-things such as the students' attitude and their honesty also would be considered.
"Suspension and expulsion are always
an option, depending on how grievo us the
action is," McCraw said.
"All of the sanctions listed in the handbook would be an option. I can't really
make a blanket statement. There are so
many variables to each individual caseit depends on the situation and the circumstances."
The other possible punishments listed in
the handbook are censure, reprimand,
probation, restitution and evictio n.
The two Baylor students who posed in
1996 were seniors and therefore not able
to be expelled.
Regardless, Eileen Hulme, vice pres ident of student life, said it was not something the uni versity administration wou ld
look upon favorably.
She said posing for Playboy would fall
under one of the Student Handbook's definitions of misconduct: " expression that
is inappropriate in the setting of Baylor
University and in opposi tio n to the

Chri stian idea ls which it strives to
uphold."
"We really would believe that posing
nude in Playboy would be in opposition
to our Christian ideals," Hulme said.
However, posing for the Budweiser
swimsuit calendar would be a different
situation in Hulme's opinion.
The way a student posed would be considered in deciding what definition of
misconduct under which it would fall.
In previous calendars produced by
University Calendar Productions for
University of Kansas and Kansas State
University, some women posed topless,
with their arms or other objects coveri ng
their breasts.
·
"A student pictured in a Budweiser calendar would not necessarily produce a
university response," Hulme said.
"However, if it crosses the line to lewd
behavior, we would consider disciplinary
action."
Hulme said she would consider posing
to pless to be lewd behavior.
Spokespeople for both Playboy and
University Calendar Productions tend to
see their publications in a more positive
light; both said past participants in similar
projects had been pleased with the expenence.
"I think it's the experience of a lifetime," said Elizabeth Norris, director of
public relations at Playboy.
" I think any girl would love it- she's
pampered and treated like a queen. It's
great fun to be a star for a month.
Everybody wants to be in Playboy."
T.J. Killian, the vice president and cofounde r of University Calendar
Productions, said posi ng for the calendar
would be very different than posing for
Playboy.
He described the models posing topless
in the calendars as an example of implied
nudi ty, which he does not consider inappropriate.
"Sometimes there's a negative connotation associated with Playboy that we
don't want to be associated with," Killian
said.
"There are a couple of obvious differences- the models aren' t nude. Implied
nudity is one thing, but we don't show
anything inappropriate."
Killian also said the company would not
have women pose in ways with which
they were uncomfortable.
"We make sure everyone is real comfortab le and has a good time," he said.
" It's a lot of fun."
Models for Playboy would not be nude

the National Institute of Drug Abuse.
" We know it 's being used here,"
Christie said. " It's being used everywhere."
However, the problem isn't only with
current students.
The university will have to combat
increased use among students entering
Seton Hall in the future.
In 2000, 8.2 percent of high school seniors had used Ecstasy in the past year.
And according to the Drug Enforcement
Administration, between 1998 and 1999
Ecstasy use among 12th-graders rose 56
percent.
"One of the biggest problems with
Ecstasy and drugs like it is they are so
cheap to make," C hristie said, adding
Ecstasy can be made for as little as four
cents a pill.
Ecstasy is priced in the $20 to $30
range. Mainly imported from Europe, the
drug is very hard to detect because of its
different looks.
"There are hundreds and hundreds of
ways they can manufacture it," Christie
said.

Basement laboratories have become
popular in America, making the drug
more available to the masses.
In 1998 more than 140,000 tablets were
seized by the DEA. In the five-month
span of January to May 1999, more than
2 16,000 tablets were seized.
'The prob lem is that Ecstasy is the kind
of drug that isn't like marijuana,"
Christie said. 'They are very hard to
identify."
Students caught using Ecstasy will be
referred to Community Development and
the South Orange Police Department.
The university also will look into seminars and other events to show students
the effects of drugs like Ecstasy.
"Education is certainly one of the big
things," Christie said.
Christie said the school would look at
the beginning of next school year to rai se
awareness of the dangers of using illega l,
manufactured drugs.
"It's not something you just throw
together," Christie said. "It's a long-term
strategy.

NIU council to consider alternatives
to Social Security number as ID
By Nathan Legue
Northern Star (NIU)
DEKALB, lli. -President John Peters
called for further research to re-evaluate the use of students' Social Security
numbers for identification at Northern
IllinoiS' University during Wednesday's
University Council meeting.
A petition from the Student Senate
requested that another system of identification be developed.
The fear is that Social Security numbers will be stolen and used for identity
theft and credit fraud.
"The ultimate solution is the one I
want: a whole new enterprise system,"
Peters said, admitting that with the
present budget constraints, that solution
would not be possible in the short term.
The entire software system would
have to be overhauled to expunge all

"We really would believe
that posing nude in
Playboy would be in
opposition to our
Christian ideals."
- Ei leen Hulme, Baylor U.
vice president of student life
necessari ly, either.
Playboy pays its models on a sliding
pay scale, where those who pose nude are
paid the most, fo llowed by those partially
nude and then those who pose clothed.
Models for either publication will be
asked to participate in promotional
events.
Playboy officials will set up interviews
with televis ion, radio and newspaper fo r
their models.
Norris said magazine sales in the past
have increased greatly in areas around the
schools featured.
In 1996, the last time Baylor women
were featured in Playboy, the Waco,
Texas, Barnes & Noble Booksellers indi cated it sold about eight times more issues
than usual.
The 200,000 Budweiser swimsuit calendars Uni versity Calendar Productions
is planning to produce will be distributed
fo r free at bars and nightclubs by

the Social Security numbers, a task that
would cost millions of dollars.
Instead, Peters will consult with his
staff and recommend some short-term
solutions at the ne>tt University Council
meeting on April 10.
The council's response was acceptable to Student Senate Speaker Kevin
Miller, who expressed the concern.
''The probability of identity theft,
although it doesn't happen that often, is
a very real possibility," Miller said.
"I would rather solve it now when
we've had no problems than later when
100 students are affected."
Individual students can request a
dummy nine-digit number instead of
their Social Security number by contacting the Office of Registration and
Records.
However, most students don 't
because NIU automatically uses the
Social Security number for identification.
Budweiser vendors.
Models for the calendar will be asked to
attend calendar signings at local distributions for which they will be paid.
So far, fewer Baylor women have
applied to model for the calendar than
those from other Big 12 schools.
Killian said fewer than 20 Baylor students have sent in applications, compared
to between 40 and 50 applicants from
eac h of the other schools.
He said he believes this is because
newspapers at all schools other than
Baylor ran class ified ads, although the
Universi ty of Texas' Tir e Daily Texan
declined to mention modeling in the ad.
Instead it focused on the requests for
photographer and graph ic designers for
which the company also is looking.
The policy of Tire Lariat is not to accept
advertisements for any type of alcoholic
beverage, and the paper reserves the right
to rejec t or revise adverti sements that
conflict with the Christian educational
mission of Baylor.
Norris said the number of Playboy
applicants would not be available until
after the auditions th is week but ho pes
Baylor women wo uld be interested.
Playboy photographers will be in Waco
on Thursday and Friday to interview
applicants, and the president and vice
president of Universi ty Calendar
Productions wi ll be visiting local bars and
clubs in hopes of recruiting "outgoing
people."
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Attention All Journalism
Students, Photojournalists
& Editorial Cartoonists!
Appl ications for the 2002-2003
John Fischetti Scholarship are
now available in the Journalism
Department, Suite 1300,
624 S. Michigan Ave.

M·F: 8 30·5:30• Sat: 8:30· 5.00

www.cenlralcamera.com

We Take Passport Photos
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Famous Hackneyburger since 1939.
~n 7 t:bys ;, wc~k fo, lunt h & d•nner . hreakhst on weekend•

Bring this coupon 1n fo r

'---.._ I 0% off.

All full -ti me Columbia College students,
including graduate students and incoming
transfer students, who specialize in print or
broadcast journalism, photojournalism, editorial art or political cartooning, are eligible to
apply. Awards are based on academic merit,
financial need and service in the student's
speciality (i.e., internships, work on student
publications or productions). Twenty-one
scholarships, up to $2,000 each, were awarded for 2001-2002 .
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CHICAGO COLLEGIATE PRIDE FEST

presents
A national discussion

Urvashi Vaid

featuring:
(former NGLTF activist) and

Richard Tafel
(Log Cabin Republicans)
Moderated by

Dwight McBride.
Chair of African American
Studies. University of Illinois
at Chicago
· Student Activist Panel
moderated by

Dierdre McCloskey.
famous transgender
economist,

Achy Obejas
emcee for the day

Suggested donation -$5:00 at the
door. For more information.
please contact Victoria Shannon
at vshannon@popmail.colum.edu
or 312 - 3 ~1 ·1 - 859 11

A not-for-profit intercollegiate
day of academic events and
entertainment focusing on

Student Activism
and the future of

LGBTQA
Movement

Saturday, April 6, 2002
Chicago Cultural Center
77 East Randolf
3:00 - 10:00 p.m.
Entertainment by
e Ellen Rosner
e Hysterical Women
e About Face Theatre
e Big Smith
• The Drag Kings
e Betty Blu and Her
Fabulous Drag Queens

Sponsors:
University of Illinois at Chicago
Columbia College Chicago
University of Chicago
Northwestern University
Loyola University
The School of the Art Institute
Chicago Commission on Human
Relations' Advisory Council on Gay &
Lesbian Issues
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COMMENTARY
Columbia Chronicle Editorials

Keeping up with news is crucial
One of the general reasons to attend
college is to ga in the knowledge and
experience to be successful in the real
world. College gives students the tools to
become not only adults, but also productive individuals in society.
At Co lumbia, students not only learn
about the real world, they live it. Besides
being a commute r school that stresses
individuality, Columbia emphasizes
hands-on experience in your fie ld of
study. Professors have experience working in thei r respecti ve fields, which they
can offer to students .
Not to mention students come from an
array of backg rounds and situations.
Many students commute from hours
away, and some have children of their
own. Co lumbia 's students a lso have various jobs and school related events in
addition to classes to busy their schedules.
They have to pay rent and deal with the
financial burdens that co me with li ving
in one of America's largest cities.
And with the bustle and stress of living
life in the real world, certa in things go
forgotten, such as being aware of what
happens around them . While living their
everyday li ves, students don 't have time
to gain perspective on the political, g lobal, econom ic and social condi ti ons
evolving around them.
These issues are not only important,
they directly affect our college education
in several ways. For instance, they may

increase or decrease the like lihood of
finding a job after graduation. The
amount of money taken from your paycheck, whether the right to abortion will
be revoked, or if America is in physical
danger are a ll issues that can direct ly
affect your job or college career.
There are also other issues, such as the
feud between Israel and Palestine,
female trafficking in India and Middle
Eastern countries and, of course, the
issue of terrorism that may serious ly
affect your life or the life of a classmate.
Because of Columbia's diverse population, it's essential to understand the current situations certain students may be
going through due to world relations.
Nothing better prepares students for the
real world than the knowledge of what
has occurred and what is occurring.
Ignorance should not be bliss and knowledge is not difficult to find. On the el,
between classes and in the mornings
there is amp le time for students to grab a
paper, watch a newscast or, at the least,
scan headlines on the Internet.
Gaining a global conscience doesn't
have to make you a political radical and
a pos ition doesn't have to be formed on
everything you read, but the im portant
part is to get in the habit of seeking out
knowledge. News is not only important
in re lation to your college career, but is
also crucial in your life. It g ives you the
ability to graduate as the productive individual college has taught you to be.

Drunk driving too common
By Allison Clark
Staff Writer

Time is not on our side
Winter has come to an end-and to
remind you, spring is here. Every year at
this time, the people of the world move
their clocks ahead o ne hour. In the
United States that day is April 7.
Many people believe that this saves on
energy costs related to lighting city
st reets and bui ldings and gives people
more time to do al l those extra things
after work and in the even ing. Many others be lieve it prevents traffic acc idents
that occur when there is poor visibility at
night. There have been numerous studies
to this effect; however, the results are
offset by those of the months when we
do not fo llow daylight-saving time. So
what the he ll is the po int?
Let's just have daylight savings time
run all year like the U.S. government did
during World War I and World War II to
save on energy costs. We'd save a bundle. Although it's hard to say that any
energy costs would actually be saved,
more like ly they wou ld be deferred.
That's just what energy costs. If you
decide to only pay the minimum payment on your credit card, the debt wi ll
still be there. It will just take longe r to
pay off.
Up until the Uni form Time Act of 1966
(15 U.S. Code Section 260a), time in the
United States wasn't very organized.

According to many Web-based info rmation centers, including www.webexhibits.org, certain states would keep daylight-saving time for seven months, three
months or whatever they felt necessary.
Since the act, every state has been bound
to abide by the same time as every other
state, un less they seek exemption for
having two time zones or something s imilar.
While surveying the United States, the
Interstate Commerce Commiss ion 's
Committee for Time Un iform ity (Can
you bel ieve they have comm ittees for
thi s stuff?) found that on a 35-mile
stretch of highway (Route 2) between
Moundsville, W. Ya, and Steubenvill e,
Ohio, every bus driver and their passengers had to endure seven ti me changes.
Well to hell with them. Let's enact the
logical answer-this April 7 for let'send-the-madness-daylight-saving t ime.
Just set your clocks ahead a half hour
and leave them. This saves everyone a
heap of trouble. No more being late for
work or school because you forgot to set
the clock forward before you went to
bed. And no more problems for the farmers whose chickens have a hard time
adapting to a changing clock. Come on
people, let 's do it for the chickens.
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Many know the scene. It's early
Saturday morning and the bars are
closing. The friend who drove you
probably isn't sober enough to drive
home. You consider calling a cab but
decide not to. After all, your friend
has safely driven you home after a
night of drinking before.
Too many college students ignore the
dangers of drunken driving. In high
school or even before, many students
are informe d of its dangers. Some
schools in the Chicago area try setting
an example by staging car accidents.
Fatal car crashes are reenacted, right
do wn to the arrival of the Red Cross
helicopter. By the time students reach
college, many will still drink and
drive.
College students, well-known for
arrogance and binge drinking, should
heed authorities' and fr iends' warnings
and stop drinking and driving.
According to Texas-based organization Mothers Against Drunk Driving,
alcohol ki ll s more young people under
21 than all other illicit drugs combined. As many as eight young
Americans die in alcohol-related traffic
crashes daily.
Drunken driv ing is the leading factor
in motor vehicle deaths. T he National
Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, estimates that alcohol
was involved in 40 percent of fatal
crashes and in 8 percent of all crashes
in 2000.
Drivers between the ages of 21 and
24 const itute the largest percentage27 percent-of drunk drivers in fatal
crashes, the N HTSA said .
Some organizations are lighting for
more laws against drunken driving
(since 1980, more than 2,300 antidrunk dri ving laws have been passed).
Most recently, Millie Webb, president
of MADD, testified Feb. 27 at a congressional hearing on highway safety.
At the hearing, MADD requested the
establishment of a National Traffic
Safety Fund. The program would provide increased funding for highly visible and highly publicized traffic safety
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for grammar and may be cut due to the limited amount
of space available.
Letters can bo faxed to us@ 312-3<4<4-8032,
emaiJ.cj to lettera@ccchronicle.com or fNiiled to
the Columbill Chronicle clo Letters to tho Editor, 623

S. Wabash Avo., Suijo 205, Chicago, iL 60605.

procedures such as sobriety checkpoints, high-risk/repeat offender
restrictions, primary safety belt laws
and a .08 blood alcoholJevel standard
in every state.
The Bush administrat ion should not
decrease fundi ng for highway safety
control, when drunken driving is obviously a problem.
Patty Murray, chairperson of the
U. S. Senate Transportation
Appropriations subcommittee, said in a
press release, "When you dig into the
details of the Bush administration 's
proposal, y ou find that real cuts are
recommended for initiatives that
address the most critical problem s in
highway safety." Murray took part in
organizing the congressional hearing:
College students still drink and drive
even after they are warned. Think
back to St. Patrick's Day on March 17.
Many alcohol-drinking co llege students drove home when a cab would
have been a smarter option.
Webb said in a press release, " Riders
must stop making the irresponsible
decisio n to ride with someone who has
been drinking and start designating a
sober driver to help get everyone in the
car home safely."
There are some things frie nds can do
to prevent each other from drunk driving. A focus group sponsored by
N HTSA has several suggestions.
If it is a close friend, try to use a
soft, calm approach at first. If possible, avoid embarrassing the person or
bei ng confrontational, particularly
when dealing with men. This makes
them appear vulnerable to alcohol and
its effects.
Locate your drunk frie nds' keys
while they're preoccupied and take
them away. Most likely, they will
think they've lost them and will be
forced to find another mode of transportation. Finally, when dealing with
good friends or significant others tell
them that if they insist on driving, you
are not going to go with them .
Suggest that you will call someone else
fo r a ride, take a cab or walk.
No one should drink and drive, if not
to save themselves, then to save the
others o n the road.
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Endless violence is not the solution for Israel

COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE

By Ryan McGady
Staff Writer

Ryan Adair
Executive Editor

Blood is bei ng spilled all over the
Middle East and it's only going to get
worse. The story line has become disgustingly familiar by now. A
Palestinian, evicted from his homeland,
straps a bomb to his chest and walks
into a Jewish shopping mall in an often
disputed territory between Israel and the
Palestinian authority. He explodes in a
maelstrom of shrapnel and blood, killing
all of those within a short distance of
him.
In retaliation, American-trained-andequipped Israelis fl y state-of-the-art
attack helicopters into Palestinian territory and simply open fire. Unabashedly
killing Palestinian men, women and
children, the Israelis desperately hold on
to the notion that violence will hi storically overcome all other obstacles.
Even though there is a widely accepted notion that violence only creates
more violence, the sad truth of the matter is that, in the end, the more violent
nation will prevail. The Israel is know
their history very well.
In 1948 the suffering of Jews at the
hands of Adolf Hitler was notorious and
it was determined that some sort of reparation was in order. The Jewish people
had been Europe 's scapegoat and it was
determined that, to protect them from
everyone else, they should be set up in
their historical homeland. The holy land
for so many religions-actually inhabited
by a group of powerless, oil-less people
known as the Palestinians-was turned
into Israel.
The United States imm ediately noticed
that they now possessed a valuable ally
in a region where they desperately needed one: right next to the life-blood of an
energy-wasting nation. The United
States began its standard policy of excessive aid to Israel to ensure their sovereignty. As a matter of fact, in 1958 the
CIA advised that "a logical corollary
would be to support Israel as the only
reliable pro-Western power left in the
Middle East."
In the coming months we will all
become much more familiar with the
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policies put into place in 1967, and with
the borders and phases that were established to define Israel and Palestine at
that time.
What we won't become familiar with,
however, is that the changes in our stance
toward Israel are indirectly related to
their 1967 defeat of Egypt, otherwise
known as the Six Day War. Israeli forces
defeated the Independent National ist
Premier of Egypt, Gamal Abdel Nasser.
In turn, this left U.S. power in comp lete
ascendance, further open ing the flow of
cheap oil to the wasteful United States.
Consequently, Israel deserved all the benefits of a loyal American attack dog. The
checks haven't stopped since.
We can now see that Israel receives an
inordinate amount of aid (over $40 billion from 1948 to 1993 alone) for a small
and relatively prosperous nation, but
that's just because they do what the
United States says. They offer their services for helicopters, training and the awesome prospect of having the United
States permanently in Israel's corner.
Even after they commit atrocitiesmuch akin to the shooting down of the
Iranian commercial airliner 654-the
Israelis don't need to worry because the

United States desperately needs them to
remain a viable player in the energy
trade. This is extremely evident in recent
news. The attacks against Palestinians
are retaliatory in nature, but underly ing
their revenge is the glaringly obvious fact
that the Israelis don't care who they kill.
That is why Israel can fly around in
U.S.-supplied helicopters shooting
whomever they wish with deadly aim,
often taking the innocent with the guilty.
They are not allowed to get out of hand,
though, because anything that may disrupt the flow of oil and wealth is strictly
prohibited. After all, the United States is
just trying to adhere to its standard principle of making good business sense.
Anything contrary to that is a deviation
from functional policy and quickly fixed.
In the coming months, cataclysmic
operations will take place all over the
Middle East, and the only thing that truly
determines this is U.S. policy.
According to what we learn ing school,
the smallest vo ice still counts in
America. Therefore I call upon
Americans everywhere to pay attention
for once. History is being laid out in
front of our very eyes-the least we can
do is open them.

Columbia's anti-war group benefits students
By Cathleen Loud
Staff Writer
To be honest, I don't know all the facts
about the war. I know that the United
States is fighting a "war on terrorism," as
they say, but beyond that, I'm in the
dark. Maybe I deny myse lf the knowledge as a way of pretending it's not happening, in order to avoid the topic. Or
maybe, as a college senior with a lot
going on, I don' t have the time to think
about it all.
But in my mind, I feel strongly
opposed to this war. I know that people
are being killed. I know that justice, truth
and freedom-the principles this country
is based on--have been given to those
with power and taken from those without
too easily in the past six months. I know
as both a citizen and a compassionate
human being something isn't right. Since
Sept. 11 , we' ve all been told to get on
with our lives and to accept the way
things are. We've been bombarded with
American flags and patriotic hoopla and
we haven't had the time to stop and think
about what's really going on in the country-much less the world-and how
we've been affected by it.
Columbia has a group on campus called
CC On the Ground. Its roots were planted
after a speak-out in Grant Park in early
October of 2001 when a group of students decided it would be worthwhile to
create an anti-war community on the
Columbia campus. Now, five months
later, CC On the Ground is committed not
only to informing Columbia students and
staff about the war and the atrocities that
are taki ng place, but also to supporting
other groups and causes.
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Spencer Kingman, a junior at
Columbia, is one of the many voices of
CC On the Ground. He said that the
group is about "creating an atmosphere of
dialogue, of resistance, of plain sense, of
subversive fun." He explained that the
group g ives students freedom to express
their views and act on feelings of frustration, confusion and anger, without pressuring them to become anti-war activists.
Many students are bewildered and
angry because of the war and because of
the country 's politics. Students are looking for a place to express their fee lingsan outlet where they can let down their
guard without the fear of being told they
are wrong.
"I wouldn't have been able to locate
Afghanistan on a map, or tell you about
the people before Sept. 11. What I did
know is that I did not trust what the faces
on TV were saying, and I did not want
their war," Kingman said.
It's important that as students, we have
a group like CC On the Ground because
it is a community of other students with
whom we can talk about our fear, anger
or concerns about the war-even if we
don' t know all the facts. In a group like
CC On the Ground, everyone learns from
everyone else.
The events that are taking place currently are shaping our lives. As college
students, our input and action is necessary to make changes because our minds
hold the newest and freshest ideas. That
is why CC On the Ground is so crucial.
The group allows the free exchange of
the new and fresh ideas cultivated by our
own minds. No matter how great or
small the idea, it is the beginning of
change.

"We need to recognize all of the hard
work, thought and action people have
given time and time again, for so many
world issues. The revolutionaries. We
are revolutionaries!" said senior Corrinne
Theodoru, via email. Ideas and comments
such as these bind the students of CC On
the Ground together.
The idea of an anti-war group on
Columbia's campus may enrage you. You
may feel that this is un-American or not
patriotic. You may feel the world doesn't
need to change. Maybe you feel that we
can continue as we've always continued- accepting that it's being done for
economic, governmental or political reasons. I'm sure there is merit in what you
feel and I urge you to tell someone. Talk
about it and exchange ideas with someone. Get a conversation going that will
stimulate new thoughts.
"I have heard a lot of really good arguments about why there shouldn't be a
group," Kingman said. "But the group
also makes sense to me. CC On the
Ground has been able to poke holes
through this paper-thin "war on terrorism" stuff, even if it is just for a handful
of individuals."
CC On the Ground provides an outlet
for students on many levels. No matter
how much time you have and no matter
how involved you want to become, CC
On the Ground provides a forum for
those who strongly oppose the war and
those who just want to get some information. The next time you see CC On the
Ground at a table in the lobby of the
Hokin, or if you decide to attend one of
their weekly meetings, you can tell someone what's on your mind. Why not ask
yourself, "How do you stop a war?"
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COWMBIA'S VOICES
Senior Seminar is
beneficial to the
Columbia experience
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I am writing this letter in response to
the editorial that was featured in the
March 4 issue of the Chronicle entitled,
"Columbia needs to rethink Senior
Seminar." The article spoke strongly
against the allegedly grave injustices
created by Senior Seminar as a requirement of the general education program
here at Columbia.
The anonymous author makes the
assertion that Senior Seminar is a tactic
of the college to vampircally suck a
final thousand dollars out of the senior
students before they graduate. l-Ie o r
she also goes into detail about the other
supposed ills of the program. What the
editorial lacks howe ver, is Dr.
Hayashi'rfull view on why he sees
Senior SOinar as an important piece
of a sllld~t's college education.
Ins~~he editorial focuses solely
1lil pi~~f an interview held with Dr.
~aya ~which he seemingly agrees
.with t
hor's stance against Senior
"Stminar. he author has blatantly tailOred
ifttcrview to support the derailment QfSJ:rlior Seminar. While such a
~t ic .gu.llt be expected from certa in
breed~f~liticians, one would hop~
for a moreotlalanced view from an editorial in t'ffi,Chronicle, as the students
of Colum!li& certainly deserve to hear
the full story.
Furthermore, if the writer had been a
responsible reporter and done a minor
amount of research , he or s he could
have easily found why Senior Seminar
makes sense for Columbia st udents.
First, Co lumbia is an art sc hool. The
majority of its students choose
Columbia because of its unique attention to the needs of an art ist in a college setting. If the author 's only reason to be here equates to the receipt of
a piece of paper that states his o r her
completion of colleg iate requ irements,
then perhaps he or she would be better
served attending any number of state
institutions that are readily avai lable to
serve in that capacity.
Senior Seminar allows artists to fully
explore themselves and their place in

Jli

society, which equally, if not more
important to a budding artist as any
other general education credit. The
program was created to help nurture
and direct the artist, to help teach the
students what it means to be responsible and compassionate human beings.
· If as the author states, it is just a
"gr~up therapy session," then so be it.
The world would be a much more functional place if people had to participate
in a few group therapy sessions . The
label "group therapy" isn't an insult to
the program, but rather an acclamation
of its importance. Secondly, with the
elimination of Senior Seminar, we students will not be saving any money, or
pulling a Houdini on three hours of a
general education credits. It will simply be replaced with some other, less
holi stic require ment. I bel ieve that,
given the choice, Columbia students
would rather reflect on their spirituality
and learn how they can synthesize their
co llege li fe with their futures rather
than honing their calculus skills.
I would like to encourage anyone
who doubts Dr. Hayashi's dedication to
the spiritua l and artistic well-being of
the students to ask themselves why
such a highly educated and talented
individual would choose to spend his
energy and time on a project such as
Senior Seminar if it were truly a waste.
On a separate note, to the editorial's
author, I agree that you should be
exempt from Senior Seminar, but only
so th at you can focus on your writing
skills; the g rammatical errors within
your argument were disgraceful. May I
s uggest Eng lish Composition I?

break program, the college does have
extensive service learning opportunities
that most other Illinois colleges do not.
Through the Columbia College Office
of Community Arts Partnerships, under
the directorship of Julie Simpson, service-learning experiences are available in
many Chicago area arts organizations
working with children and youth. Senior
Seminar offers an Arts and Community
subsection of courses where a servicelearning component is required.
In addition, the course Arts and
Community Development, which
receives social science general education
credit in the Liberal Education depart·
ment has a service-learning component.
The ~ew Women and Gender Studies
minor will offer a service-learning experience in the capstone course as will the
internship in the proposed new major in
cultural studies.
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Service-oriented
programs are a good
idea at Columbia
The article by Shannon McEntee
("Students choose service-oriented
spring break," March 18) on service-oriented spri ng breaks was highly informative. Although it is true that Columbia
docs not have a service-learning spring

The Columbia Chronicle photo poll
Question: What are you doing for spring break?

William C hristophe r
Sophomore/J'roduct Design
" I' m go ing snowboarding
in Alaska."

Darius Rhyne
Senior/Art Design
''I'll be working because
can't afford to go anywhere."

Karen Washington
Sophomorerfheater
" I' m going to Las Vegas. No
gambling- ! wont to sec the
lloovcr Dam."

Angel Leal
Freshman/Fine Arts
" I' m working on a murnl for
a local cafe."

Jen Stipp
SenloriPhotograph y
" I' ll be working at Ollk

Brook Shopping Mall.''
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FASHION RELATED AR T
FASH I ON COL UMBIA 2002 will showcase interdisciplinary work from a variety
of art mediums, highlighti-ng fash i on in its broadest sense .
THE CATEGORIES ARE

2 DIMENSIONAL
3 DIMENS I ONAL
APPAREL
L I T E R A R Y (writing, film, video)
Guidelines and Applications will be av

WORK AND APPL I C ATION S
FO LLOWING DATES

April 8 & 9, 2002

9am-4pm
623 South Wabash, suite
Jurying will take place on April 11, 2002

PRIZES
1ST PLACE $ 300
2ND PLACE $ 200
CONTACT DANA CONNELL AT 312·34
WITH ANY QUESTIONS

exhibi tion 1s

Apr·,

Hokin Gallery
623 S. Wabash
Chicago, IL 60660
www.colum/edujhokin

Sponsored by the Hokin Cent r
Curated by Columbia ~ollege , .
Fashion Association
·'

3 S. Wabash Suite 700

PTED ON THE
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MEDITERRANEAN CAFE

CORDIALLY lNVJDS YOU
TO ITS
>

S'l'UD.ENT/FACtll~'l'Y, ~~U)SJ;ON
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ON
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TUESDAY, ;\PRIL 1), -~002

5:00 PM•7:00 fM

OPEN :

MON D AY - F RIDAY

NOON -

.,

7 PM

I 0°/o DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS AFTER 4
224 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60605

312-939-5685

BE ADVISED:

/

'
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Apri 12, '2 002.
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Featuring:
Chicago Style Pan Pizza
Steaks and Chops
Famous Baby-Back Ribs
Fresh Seafood
and more ...
Family dining with Children's menu
Private Party Rooms Available
Groups up to 200 people
Full Bar Service

DO YOU HAVE ASTHMA.
There is a non-steriod drug being studied
in asthma right now.
You may be eligible to take part in this research study if you :
./Are 18-70 years old
./Are a non-smoker
./Have had asthma for at least 6 months
./Have chronic asthma requiring inhaled steriods
RECEIVE AT NO COST:
STUDY DRUG OFFICE VISITS LAB TESTS ASTHMA MONITORSUP
TO $1680.00 COMPENSATION

• 108-366-9300
Edward E. Lisberg, MD

Confused? Not sure what to choose?

....~~~ .~~.::;.

-~~~.~~li~~~
~'\e;JJ~

Make an appointment with your
advisor today!
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Interested in Event Planning?
Help Improve the Quality of Student Life!

Join

Columbia's Student Programing Board
PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION TODAY!
Contact: Dana Ingrassia or Sheila Carter
Office of Student Activities and Leadership
623 S. Wabash, Suite 313
(312) 344 - 7459
dingrassia@colum.edu or scarter@colum.edu
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local zine writers hope to establish network
There was a definite relationship between the
tone of the readers in person and the work they
publish in their zines.
l ine material is scripted as a welcome, inviting
people to communicate and appreciate one
another as friends and contemporaries. lines
Local underground writers and publishers gathered
differ from traditional magazines by providing
at a Wicker Park bookstore on March 15 for readings
readers an alternative insight into a vast array of
by nine local writers in the first of a monthly series.
topics that many larger publications won' t touch
Coordinated by the publishers o f l ine Guide,
Friday's event took place at Quimby's bookstore on
and are generally wrinen from a more personal
point of view.
• onh Avenue.
"lines are any kind of publication by people
The event began around 6 p.m. with a conference
who aren' t gening a lot of corporate money," said
of Chicago zine writers and publishers to consolidate ideas on establishing a local network, creating a
Raz. "They' re done out of the will of people's
Chicago zine di stribution network, and making peobeans, usually in the comfort of their own home.
Many are produced very cheaply about any numple aware of the role of zines in the media.
ber of things ranging in topics from punk music,
"The purpose of the conference is to get people
to leftwing, socialist and anarchist po litical
" ho do local zines invo lved in a larger community
effon to get supplies, organize meetings, readings,
phi losophies. Girls tend to like to do zines about
Jamie McNee/Chronicle their own lives."
shows," said Katherine Raz, associate editor of the
Zine Guide and publ isher o f the zine Retail Whore. A crowd gathers to hear readings from local zine writers and publis hers at line publications are by no means restricted to
the topics of music and politics. Almost any
"The significance is finall y some of these people Quimby's.
are coming together regularly enough to know each
topic can be found somewhere in some form of
events
such
as
readings,
film
presentations,
and
musical
zine.
other and to support each other's zines," Raz said.
performances.
Plans for a zine and media festival to be held at
The goal of many zine publishers is to provide legitiThe evening shifted to the reading presentations shortly mate information to readers without outside pressures or
Columbia and other loca l venues in October were also
after
8
p.m.
as
the
crowd
swelled
at
Quimby's.
influence by publishing companies or corporate adverdiscussed.
The atmosphere was informal and highly comedic at tisement.
'
Festival coordinators are assigning and proposing comminces to handle various event panels, presentations, and times, as readers told animated stories of tribulation in
"Usually it just comes from that downtrodden underdaily
life.
Readers
were
at
ease
to
elaborate,
giving
the
workshops on topics such as publishing, Web design and
ground cult perspective," said Raz.
bookstore the vibe of a comedy club rather than that of a
The l ine Guide, published in Chicago, acts as a resource
running an effect ive magazine.
podium
presentation,
and
all
participants
received
Support is being sought out in the zine community for
guide to thousands of independent publications.
applause and laughter.

By David Arter
Staff Writer

High achool photographera
exhibited at Columbia
By Matthew Kerstein
Staff Writer
A showcase of work done by photography students from Chicago public high
schools was held in the Museum of Contemporary Photography' s Print Study
Room from March 12 through March 15.
The photographs dealt with many areas of the students' lives.
A photograph ofa child sleeping peacefully or of a younger sister dancing ecstatically, her long hair flying all over the place, displays the role of family. Three
boys without shirts, with "U.S.A." painted across their chests, their hair dyed red
white and blue, showed patriotism. A shot
of a boy looking in amazement up at the
night sky and at the full moon rising
through the trees showed the role of narure
and curiosity.
Some of the photographs involved more
introspection, such as the self-portraits
with darker themes like "Door of No
Return," a black-and-white photograph of
a long corridor leading to a door.
Many of the photos were of everyday
high school life.
High school student Wendy Alas had a
photograph on display entitled "Ms.
Skinner Introducing the Family History
Project." The picture shows Ms. Skinner- 'Digitally Altered Self Portrait,' by
a tall, older teacher in front of the class- Sophia Bennett, was one of many
enthusiastically explaining the project to public high school students art on
her students as she holds up an old photo of display at the Museum of
a family member.
Contemporary Photography.
Some of the students had not been
involved with photography for long and just happened to take the class by chance.
In his self-portrait, high school student Bashir Qaasim has his eyes closed and
one hand covering most of his face, while the other hand took the photograph. As
he stared at his photograph hanging in the gallery, Qaasim relayed how he got
interested in photography.
" I don't know. There was an open spot in my schedule last year, so I decided to
take it," he said.
Other students, like senior Carlos Deleon, had more of a natural progi:esslon
toward photography. As a sophomore, Deleon had done very well in his drawing
and destgn classes and was urged by teachers to take photographv. He said he is
thinking about going to Columbia next year to become a photopphy major.
Deleon's photograph came about in the hallway of his high school. He said he
likes the photo because it had "good lighting and it was spontaneous." In the
photo his friends Jessica and Joey hug each other and laugh as teachers and students pass behind them in the busy school hallway.
Although his work had previously been displayed at Navy Pier, Deleon said he
was excited to have his photograph displayed at Colwnbia.
The students were able to have their work on display as part of the museum' s
outreach program, "What You See Is What You Get (WSIWYG).'' This program,
created in 2000 by the staff of the Museum of Contemporary Photography and
Curie High School, was designed to teach high school students about photogra·
phy and careers in the ans. They set up after-school job training programs in photography, ~tudcnt exhibitions, and Oeld trips. Tho Web site www.mocp.orglwysiwyg, contmuully posts infonnation on all aspects of the project, in hopes other
students can benefit from it as well.
TI1e photography exhibit displayed a combination of work done by students at
. Curie Metropolitan lligh School, Kenwood Aondemy, and Gallery 37 Schools
Program, nt Carl Schurz nnd Curie High.
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Columbia grad student gives
Cinderella hlp-hop twist
By Kristen Leonardi
Staff Writer
" B-Girls and Lapdanc ing All Night
Long" is how Cinderella is being
marketed these days. "Cinderella: A
llip-llop Tale of an Il legal Alien,"
that is.
"Cinderella" is Chicago's first
woman-produced hip-hop danceplay. It combines a mix of breakdancing, rapping and comedy.
Erica Watson, director of
"Cinderella," described the production as "a comment on racism and
sexism in society."
Watson, 28, is an African-American
performer, prod ucer, writer, and
director. She was an undergraduate
at the University of Illinois. She
transferred to Columbia and graduated in 1998 with a major in film and
television production.
Watson is now in the graduate program at Co lumbia in the Arts,
Entertainment,
and
Med ia
Management department.
She grew up in llyde Park where
she sti ll lives today. She studied at
the Merit School of Music where she
cultivated her performance ski lls
and learned music theory.
She has been performing and producing shows all her life but was in
college that she realized her true
calling lay behind the scenes. " I am
a true artist to my heart, but I am
also a business person at heart," she
said.
Inspiration came to Watson when
she recognized that most artistic
directors, producers and writers
were men.

"There are not many roles for
women to be strong," Watson said.
"Men write about what they knowthey write about themselves."
In "Cinderella," Watson wanted to

lighthearted comedy," she said. She
said she would like people to come
see the show before they make up
their minds about it.
Watson enjoys productions that are
written, produced and directed by
women, like "Cinderella" is. She
Iikes Columbia and its Arts,
and
Media
Entertainment
Management department.
She said she has found role models here. " If they can do it then I can
do it," she said. One concern
Watson does have is that Columbia
students rece ive support from
Columbia faculty.
"'I encourage the faculty and statT
to be more supportive of students.
With so many talented students, the
Joe S. Tamborello/Chronicle
facu lty doesn't a lways recognize
Director Erica Watson
them," she said.
Watson said she would like people
portray women being strong, secure
and sexy. "'Be who you want to be- to know that she is an extremely
a serious intellectual or a femme ambitious person. She is "dedicated
fatale. That is the true power of to putting out realistic portrayals of
being a feminist," she said.
women and minorities out there."
'"Cinderella' is 'Saturday Night
"Chicago really truly has talent
Live' meets 'Mad TV' meets ' In here," Watson said. She would like to
Living Color' meets crack," Watson tell stories about people from all
said jokingly. Czarina Mirani plays walks of life.
She said she feels that because she
Cinderella and she wrote and choreographed the production.
is an African-American director, peoThe premise is as old as the fairy ple assume that she can only do token
tale itself: a good king dies leaving black films. " I don't want to just do
an evil king to take over the king- black productions-It is important to
dom. The evil king dec ides to get do it, but don' t limit me," she said.
rid of all illegal aliens-people who
"I'm good at what I do," Watson
don't look like him.
said. "Women have to be 20 times
C inderella wants to find a man to bener than men in the same position."
marry so she can stay in the kingThe play opeliS March 25 at Theatre
dom. It is a tale of self-actual ization Building Chicago. 1225 W. Belmont
and self-realization. There is even a Ave., and runs through May 4.
lap dance for one lucky guy in the Tickets are $20, call (773) 327-5252
audience.
for reservations.
For more information on Erica
Watson does not want this to deter
anyone-especially women-from Watson
productions,
see
seeing the show. She believes the www.harridan.org.
show transcends age barriers.
"The show is for everybody; it is a
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Something Corporate
gains momentum
By Becky Crowe
Staff Writer
It's easy to group bands
into musical categories
such as punk, pop or alternative, but Something
Corporate is a little bit of
everything, which is probably why they are becoming a hit. Although the
band has been together for
four years, they are finally
making a statement with
the ir
debut
CD
Audioboxer.
The band includes singerpianist Andrew McMahon,
drummer Brian Ire land,
lead
guitarist
Josh
Part ington,
guitarist
William Tell and bassist
Clutch.
The most popular song
on the album, " If You See
Jordan," has been playing
on local radio stations for
more than two months and
has slowly gained momentum. The song is easy to
relate to because it concerns high school fi ghts
many young people deal
with on a daily basis.
With the newfound popularity of their first single,
the band created a video in
February. T he video stars
"A merican Pie" actor
Chris Owen (best known
as " the Shermanator").
One reason the song may
be a hit is because of the
prominence of the piano,
wh ich is not often heard in
punk or alternative music.
It is refreshi ng to hear
something di fferent.
" If You See Jordan" is not

the only song on the album
that is unlike other songs.
" Walking By," a melancholy ballad, "ith violins
and violas in addition to
the piano, makes the band
seem well rounded. The
abi lity to go from an angry
punk song to a melancholy
ball ad allows the band to
attract a more diverse
audience.
Because bands are typically categorized into one
specific genre of music, it
is delightful to see a band
that is unwilling to
be forced into playi ng on ly
one kind.
Naming
the
band
Something
Corporate ridicules all
other bands that only care
about selling records. This
is obviously one band that
cares about their music .
The album also includes
"Punk Rock Princess" and
" Hurricane," wh ich arc
edgier than "Walking By."
Their more sincere and
profound song, "Bad
Days," will probably get
less attention than it
deserves. O verall, this CD
is g reat from start to fin ish.
With only six songs on
the album, it is clear that
these g uys are just beginning. If they can build on
what they have already
accompl ished, it is possible for them to be the next
band to make it big. They
have already been compared to the Wallflowers,
Collect ive Soul, Better
Than Ezra and Matchbox
Twenty.
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Funky pop Is Silicone
Honey's signature sound
By Ryan McGady
Staff Writer
The Elbo Room's wall s were
shaking, pulsating and dr ipping
with the maniacal riffs and hypnotic melodies that make
Sil icone Honey cy nically sweet.
Self-described funk-pop-rock
artists, the four band members
diffe r as much as strangers, but
find power wi thin their d iversity.
Their ability to bounce from
sty le to sty le-leav ing stereotypes behind and just making
music-permits a sound like ye t
unlike any other.
Front man Tom Loomis brings
life to the stage with his catchy
lyrics and twisted c hari sma.
The 29-year-old recovering
Navy cadet was never really too
interested in music until he
began smoking pot desp ite the
stricr supervi sio n of the U.S.
Navy. After his expulsion from
the armed forces, Loomis discovered his true pass ion to perform and express all that is hi s
li fe.
" The music is a take-a-look-atyo ur- life kind of mus ic," he
said. "Every song is abo ut a girl
or a genuine emotion." None of
it is pop for pop's sake.
Bass ist Aaron Elm ore drives
the funk w ith his inventi ve bass
Iines and overall taste for evo lu tion. El more is a student in the
electronic commerce program at
DePaul Uni vers ity and plans to
return to school for his master's
degree ' afte r he graduates next
year.
Howeve r, you couldn 't te ll by
look ing at him that he sees himse lf as a teacher. In fact, his
overzealous sense of responsibility and ambition far exceed
that of a drunken 2 I -year-o ld
who has lead the band down a

path of relative success, despite
the fact that they have yet to
release an album.
A naturally talented guitarist,
John Molina frightens fans not
used to true talent with his blend
of funky-rock riffs and eye-popping solos. Show-stopping to
say the least, Molina has been
known to draw fans who actually dislike the catchy lyrics.
They stand on the right of the
stage with a half-grim ace admiring a guitarist in tune with his
instrument.
" He's the inspiration for us at
times," Elmore sai d. " I mean
sometimes the stuff he comes up
with just amazes us."
Murder in AXX, the title of
drumm er Zach Do naldso n's
nove l in progress, sho uld g ive
you a peek into the weird world
of yet another weird perc ussionist. A father and se lf-ta ught
drummer, the 27 -year-old claims
to have learned the drums one
day wi th the assistance of a pair
of headp hones and the Led
Zeppelin box set.
In one band mate's words,
"Zach li kes his PS2 and hi s
Coronas, but is actually a very
deep inte llectual we irdo."
T he band's varied composition
defines its very nature. Each
song di ffers greatly from the
last, but they a ll sound great a nd
seriously rock a rowdy c rowd.
Th e band 's mus ic is access ible
in
mp3
form
at
si liconehoney.cjb. net.
Look for Si licone Ho ney to
compete for a spot at MOBfest
early this summer. They always
headline a show a t the Elbo
Room about once a month, the
next show is on Friday, April 5.
So stop watching MTY, get up
and come on out to see four relative strangers jam out some
fu nky, rocking, crowd-p leasing
pop.

Wu-Tang ~es •tron flag'
By Dwayne M. Thomas
Photo Editor
The Wu Tang Killa Bees
swarmed into the House of
Blues, March 20, much to
the delight of a sold-out
crowd. The nine-man squad
made the first of the threeday road swing that took
them to Chicago on
Wednesday, St. Louis on
Thursday, then back to
Chicago for a Saturday
encore.
The evening's mood was
set by the turntable skills of
Supreme Allah, the man initially responsible for the
Iron Flag project. Iron
Flag is the latest release
from the Wu, and the LP is
the g roup's fourth as a
whole. Supreme All ah
stayed true to Wu Tang
form, by passing the use of
OATs in favor of spinning
the instrumentals himself.
The Black Knights, who
are the latest in a slew of
MCs to bear the Wu Tang
moniker, received a Jukewarm response fo r their
opening-act serv ices. The
Knights, who previously
appeared on the RZA-produced
motion
picture
soundtrack Ghost Dog:
The Way of the Samurai,
struggled at times to maintain the interest of the
crowd who had assembled
to see the juggernauts from
Staten Island.
U-God (a.k.a. Golden
Arms) broke the ice, emerging from the smoky corridors of the VIP area, outdoing his lesser-known protege on name recognition
alone. Golden Arms, owner
of one of hip-hop's most
distinctive vo ices, effortlessly ran through a modest
collection of one-verse hits,
climaxing with the arrival
of the rebe l INS (aka
Inspector Deck). Deck
delive red a no-nonsense

Dwayne M. Thomas/Chronicle
Wu-Tang parties with the crowd at the House of Blues. Method Man (center) hypes Ghostface Killa during 'Chez Chez La Ghost.'

performance, spitting verbs and
nouns in the manner heads have
come to expect from the tremendously underrated poet.
The soundman narrowly escaped
the wrath of the flying guillotine
when the Genius graced the stage
supported by Jess-than-stellar
audio. Those fam iliar with Method
Man's first solo album Tica l may
recall the clan's impression of" faggot soundmen who sabotage s---."
The GZA, who forms the head for
the Yoltron-like ensemble, handled
the situation like a savvy veteran,
using the time to slap fives with
fanatics in the first row.
RZA, the front man and mastermind behind the fami ly, picked up
where the GZA left off, ascending
to the stage with a half-filled gallon
of Grey Goose vodka. After taking
a couple of swigs for good measure, the Abbot (RZA) handed the
bottle over to the outstretched
hands of a lucky fan. The parade
was quickly rained upon when a
House of Blues security worker
confiscated the glass bottle from
the underage drinker.
Not to be outdone, Method Man
tossed half-smoked blunts into the
crowd and added to the frenzy with
acrobatic stage di ves.
The heaviest hitter of the night
proved to be the powerhouse duo
of Ghostface Killa and Raekwon

the Chef. Draped with a chain that
hangs a modest inch or two above
the genital area, Ghost made it
clear to the fans who paid their $44
ticket fee that the Wu- Tang Clan
was "grown man business," calling
for the blue light to show the path
to the promised land, one that
could only be reached with the
guidance of Tony Starks. If Ghost
doesn't win the gold for being the
best MC, he definitely takes the
crown for being the most charismatic artist in hip-hop, leading fellow clansman Method Man to the
stage by serenading him with his
freshman album smash, "Release
Yo Delf."
Missing from the show were OJ'
Dirty Bastard and Cappadonna.
Di rty is in the joint, currently serving time for parole violations and
rumor has it that Cappadonna has
left the group.
After finally uniting as a whole,
the group went on to play for about
two hours. Tuning into the energy
of the crowd, the Gambinos put on
a show that justified the price for
admission. Running through a lyrical library that includes 36
Chambers, Wu Tang Forever,
The W , and the tour-titled album
Iron Flag. After ten years in the
game, Wu Tang clan still appears to
be " nothin' to f--- wit."'

Warm funk at Sno-Core
By Michael Hirtzer
A&EEditor
The Sno-Core Icicle Ball was
a nything but chilly, as groovelea ning bands like Karl
Denson 's Tiny Universe and
Blackalicous dominated the
event, washing the audience
with warm funk rhythms.
Contrary to its Artist Direct
cous in and simultaneous tour,
the Sno-Core Rock- featuring
bands like A lien Ant Farm,
The Apex Theory and Local
li- the Icicl e Ball was a tribute to I 970s funk and ncosoul.
He ld March 15 at the Riviera
Theatre, the concert soft ly
touched the aud ie nce w ith
inte ll ectua l rhymes, s lam
poetry, improvisationa l jams
and funky love songs.
Poet, actor and recording
artist Saul Williams opened
the concert with his four-piece
band.
Then came B luckuli cious,
donning a humble hip· hop
sty le consisting ofjcuns, fad ed
T·s hlrts und Rosto hats, who
rocked the spot, snns·nttltudc.
MCs Lyrics Born and 011\ of
Oab supplied the lol\y, West
Coust•sty le lyrics, while Chi ef
Xcel provided tho bnckbcnt,
splnnln11 his own l'urllnment·
esqua funk jnms. They played
11 lnrgo portion of' the ir bnok

catalogue as we ll as a few new
songs from Blazing Arrow,
which will be released April
30.
After their set, Saul Will iams
reappeared and walked to the
edge of the stage and slammed
for ten minutes. His poetry is
like a Mercutio-Baraka-De Ia
Rocha hybrid, mixing classic
literary techniques with hiphop lingo. (For example, he
wants to have "basement parties in the pyramids.") This
charismatic individual is one
of music and poetry's rising
stars. He sa id groups like
Blackalicous arc "altering hiphop with an A not a B."
Nikki Costa and her band
came up next, performing
s low, poppy ba ll ads in
between more upbea t funk
songs, including her radio hit
"Like a Feather." Her songs
had nice hooks but her blown
up image makes one think
she's sell ing her sexy image
too overt ly whil e her band
goes unaccredited.
It wns headliner Karl Denson
who stole the show. The
seven-piece Tiny U niverse
combined with Denson's ener·
getlc snxophone und tlute
plnyln11, provided n history
lesson In vlntuge 1\mk/juzz.
Some of the son11s felt struc·
turcd nnd others wer~~ liS
freoform and loose ns his
clienteles' bnllll)' corduroys.

Dwaynt M, Thorna$ICiwonlc
Nikki Costa does her best Janis
Joplin Impression at the Riviera
Theatre.
Crowds of hippies wen: ignit·
ed. Since the show didn't sell
out, there was ample room for
all the tie-dyed kids to get their
noodle on, swirling nround and
around, Everyone was smllhli
ns heavy wafts of mlll'ijuan
smoke tllled the thelltcr,
The show wns 11 gn:11t ' lntllr
wnm1·up, n diverse nnd unllkecy
line- up servlna ns 11 ~vie~ !Or
what Is to be 11 summer full of

llke· mlnded ~stlvnls, as oclal·

ly and 11roove-consclous art I "'
1M basu continue «) ro~ 111\l
artists like Costn slo~ ~ mal..
their v
up th c h i\J't$,
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Snipes talks about star turn in superior sequel
0

' Blade 2' improves on lackluster original

Luckily, they still have a problem
with sunl ight.
The twist is that the Reapers feast
Wesley Snipes didn't wear the suit not only on human blood, but on
of vampires too. So Blade
that
this time. When he visited Chicago
to promote "Blade" in 1998, the joins forces with his sworn enemy,
action star showed up in the full vampire overlord Damaskinos
regalia of his character, which is (Thomas Kretschmann), and his
sexy daughter Nyssa (Leonor
punctuated by a full-length leather Varela), to wipe out the dangerous
coat with a hole in the back for the new breed.
namesake blade.
"Del Toro is a great filmmaker,"
But when Snipes met with
Snipes said. "He has a great eye,
Chicago reporters before a promotional party last week, he was mere- and he's a good storyteller. We
made a deal that, when it came to
ly dressed in a sleek gray suit, black
shirt and stylish black-framed eye- the stuff he was good at, I wouldn't
And when it came to the
interfere.
glasses.
stuff I was good at, he wouldn't
"That was just for the first time interfere. So when it came to all
out to introduce people to the Blade
that scary stuff, that's Del Toro 's
character," Snipes said of the for- thing. And all the action stuff,
mer outfit. "This time around, I that's Wesley's thing."
think people know who he is."
The compromise seems to have
In case you don't know, Blade is worked out well. Wonderful makea vampire hunter whose human up really brings the fearsome
mother was bitten by a vampire Reapers to life, while the hip-hop
while she was pregnant with him. · and e lectronica-propelled action
Blade is, consequently, half human sequences are more imaginative
and half vampire, "with a ll the
and forceful than in the original.
strengths of a vampire and with They often approach video gamenone of his weaknesses," as his like speed and ferocity.
The
voiceover reminds us at the beginReapers leap from one side of the
ning of "Blade 2." He is a " day- screen to the other, while Blade diswalker" immune to sunlight, but patches with his enemies at lightmust inject a homemade serum to ning speed.
quell his thirst for human blood.
Steve Norrington directed the
Directed by Guillenno Del Toro original, but there were reportedly
("Mimic,"
"The
Devi l's some fierce arguments between he
Backbone"), "Blade 2" is a vast and Snipes over the film.
improvement on the lackluster origWhen it came to replacing
inal. A new breed of tiber-vampires Norrington, "We had a real chalcalled the Reapers has emerged. lenge on our hands," Snipes said.
They are even more vicious and "The first film was so unique
powerful than regular vampires. because it was such a hybrid. You
Blade's silver bullets, knives and had sex, you had urban and popblade are useless against them and,
culture references, and at the same
to them, garlic is just another spice. time you had vampires and martial

By Kevin B. O'Reilly
Assistant Editor

Blade (Wesley Snipes, center) takes care of some vampires in 'Blade 2.'
arts ... all in the same flick. There's not a lot of cats
who can live that kind of life-who can bring that
to the screen."
Apparently, working on the film was an adjustment for Del Toro too. He brought his horror/suspense background to the film, Snipes explained,
but hours and hours of complex action sequences
were less to his liking.
"First, [Del Toro) said he hated action films,"
Snipes said. "He said, ' I'm never doing this
again,"' Snipes said, imitating the director's
Mexican accent. ''Now that all the reviews are
coming out, he's saying, ' Brother! I can't wait to
do the next one!"'
And there will be a next one, Snipes said. Aside
from "Blade 3," Snipes' next movie in theaters is
"Undisputed," in which he plays an imprisoned
middleweight boxer who takes on a heavyweight
champ recently convicted of rape (Ving Rhames).

It is scheduled for an October release.
Snipes said he would like to do more character
roles in smaller movies. He said that while
Hollywood studios seem to respect his versatility
as an actor, "They are constantly pushing the action
stuff. They get very excited by it because the commission's greater and it's quicker. They make a lot
of money doing action films. So, it kind of overshadows the dramatic work."
Snipes' superstar status can sometimes get in the
way of meatier, smaller roles. He said he complained to his agent recently, '"Everybody's talking
about ' Ocean's Eleven.' Why didn't anybody call
me?' They think I'm going to blow the budget out
with the fees. But I want to act with the people and
have a good time. I'll take the back end, as long as
there's a real back end," Snipes said with a smile.
"But they don't call, man. It's all right." We're
sure it is, Wesley. We're sure it is.

Cultural Center profiles
Chicago parks designer
By Stephanie A. Taylor
Staff Writer
Unlike Monet or Picasso, Jens Jensen is
unfami liar to most people, but many are
familiar with his work.
Jensen is known for his landscape
design work in four huge Chicago parks:
Columbus, Humboldt, Garfield and
Douglas. Jensen also designed parks in
smaller cities such as Racine, Wis. and
Madison, Wis.
In Co lumbus Park,
Jensen created "The Original Swimming
Pool" in 1935.
Imagine a warm summer 's day with
trees surrounding a large pool full of
happy people. Picture a cold winter day
in Humboldt Park in 1906 with Jensen 's,
" Winter in Humbo ldt Park." There are
bare trees and a pure snow-covered
ground.
How about the "Garfield Park
Conservatory" in 1925? Picture a large
open space with a large glass house
boasting an indoor garden. In Douglas
Park, there are many trees, freshly cut
grass and a lake.
In 1896, Jensen began working as a
According to Ch icago Cultural Affairs
Commissioner Lois Weisberg, " Jensen laborer for Chicago's West Park
Commission.
A few years later, he began
created the Prairie Style of landscape
design, and in many ways, he was as transplanting plants from the prairie to
important to Chicago's development as his first work, the "Ameri can Garden" in
Daniel Burnham and Frank Lloyd Union Park.
Late r, he was promoted to
Wright."
Julia Bachrach, exhibition co-curator Superintendent of Humboldt Park where
his
work, "River," was created. He left
and Preservation Planning Specialist at
the Chicago Park District said, " Jens because of creative differences but was
Jensen was an artist, designer, planner, rehired by new management as General
social refonner and passionate conserva- Superintendent of all of West Park
tionist who awakened people to the beau- Commissions.
An exhibition ofJensen s work titled, "A
ty and ' cycles of nature, and sought to
Force of Nature: The Life and Work of
preserve areas of our wildlife heritage."
Jens
Jensen, " runs March 9 to June 18 at
It was over a century ago that a Danish
immigrant named Jens Jensen came to the Chicago Cultural Center.
Chicago and settled on the West Side.
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by the Chronicle Ofnce (roorn zor;- Wabash Building) during business hours
To pick up a cornplhnentary pass (adrnit tvvo) to see of PANIC ROOM.
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mmunization Deadline
April 1~' ~001
S'F-lJDENTS BE AWARE;
A $50.001 ine wi1115e added to
your account e·a ch semester
until you comply.

Due to a shortage of
the Tetanus Diohtheria
vaccine you will not
be required to suomit
a record of that shot
for the Spring 2002
semester.
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CROSSWORD
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Opening letters
4 Gambler's risk
7 NYC summer
hrs.
10 Balk
13 Scrooge's word
14 Assen1 a sea
15 Exist
16 "Uialume" author
17 Mester
19 Dishwashers'
assistants?
21 Presidential
determinants
23 Cosy home
24 Captive Gl
25 Worn away
27 Endeavor
28 French hat
30 Moist, sticky
coating
31 Slender prong
32 Slow-witted
34 Meager
35 Sot
39 Underground
chambers
. 41 Any day now
42 Fled
44 Chaney of film
45 Glances
47 Surround
49 Hold up
52 Lead on
54 Set up a setup
55 Computer
cho1ces
56 Breakfast
pastries
59 Compatriot
60 Diaghilev and
Rachmaninoff
61 Everyone
62 Ha1r purchase
63 MediCal pic.
64 Summer dnnk
65 Org. of G1ants
andTi1ans
66 Ftowers to wear
67 Foot
68 Small amount
1
2
3
4

DOWN
Missing
Wa1ler
Of poor quality
One ot the
S1mpsons

()lassified
Interested in Entrepreneurial
business opportunity that you can
build while you are going to
school and fund your future. Call
Toll Free 1-888-450-2842
AIRTECH Mexico, Carribean
$250 Round Trip & Tax Other
Worldwide destinations cheap.
Book Tickets online!
www.airtech.com or call212219-7000

Fraternities, Sororities,
Clubs, Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 with the easy
Campusfundraiser three hour
fundraising event. Does not
involve credit card
applications. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

www.elijahmuhammadbooks.com
FREE CATALOG! The source of
Malcolm X, Farrakhan, and
Muhammad Ali. FREE Message
To The Blackman Quarterly
Magazine with request.
(770) 907-2212
5 Shocking
revelation
6 Blind panic
7 British peer
8 Get behind the
wheel
9 Carreras and
Pavarotti
10 W~h less delay
11 Member of the
cavalry
12 Affirmative
18 Deed
20 German cake
22 Dumbstruck
26 Lions' lairs
28 Apron element
29 Muscle spasm
31 Little fingers
33 Gossip
spreaders
35 Wight or Skye
36 Foot
37 Western bone
yard
38 Cheer
40 Erich _
Stroheim

Solutions
a " 1 s s
3 a If
I 1:1
S I 3 !) 1:1
3 H S I
n N 3 r4
a o 1:1 N
N 0
S N 1:1 3 II
N V 3 1
3 r4 I 1 S
a 3 a o 1:1
s 3 1 0
s 1:1 3 s N
3 0 d
3
A H S
1

s

43 Nudnik
46 llleg1ble
signature
48 Noxious
atmosphere
49 Prepare leftovers
50 Lake near Utica

All Areas! No Brokers!

201-265-7900

I 3 1
1 ~ N
1 , \f
!JIM
3 s
0 N \f s I V d
N
A 1:1 1:1 3 H 0
"
a
D I 1:1
3 0 I 1 N 3
I W3 H
s ~ 0 0 1
1
N 'f 1:1
N 0 0 s
'f o • 1:1 3 a 1 a w 1
w1 a N I d•
1 3 1:1 3 a
A 1:1 1
3
M0 d
1 s 3 N
II 1 "1:1 0 1 0 3 1 3
I 1:1
1:1 3 1:1 v 3 M S
1:1 v
3 A 'f
H v a
a 3. 1 3
o a v
\f

W
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B.

5 t Brushed one's
cheek
Sgt. Sitko
NYC arena
Catcher Berra
Part of the eye
CritiCIZe harshly

53
55
57
58
59

Click

Campu s . Sports .
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Paying for·college just got easier,
with a job at UPS.
Expen.es con reolly odd up, but UPS has o greol soluHon:
money for my education, including tv ilion, books, fees and sohwore programs.

PACKAGE HANDLERS
Steady, Port-Time Jobs • $8.50-$9.50/hour
Weekends & Holidays Off • Paid Vocations
Consistent Work Schedule • Greet Benefits

\ ~ <>.>

~am&
Learn

NORTHBROOK

DOWNTOWN
CHICAGO
(1 400 S. Jefferson St • loop)
Ph: 3 12-997-3749

PALATINE

Sllul~"' Fittllrt(Y/
A,ssuw..aP.w~

ADDISON
(Army Trail & lombard Rds.)
Ph: 63o-628-3737

T eachers

to apply for a teach1ng opportunity
w1th CPS. you can contact us at Teacher Recru1tmem.
125 South Clark -Second Floor. Chtcago. llltnol! 60603.
Phone· 773-553-1 045. Fax: 773-553-1131 .

For more 1nformauon. or

Ema1/:

(Shermer & Willow Rds I
Ph: 847-48o-6788

(H;cks & Rend Rds.)
Ph: 847-705·6025

HODGKINS
(1·55 & 1-294 • South
Ph: 1-888-4UPS-J06
Access Code: .4417

Subumsl

teacherrecrultmenr~csc.cps. k 12 .1/.us.

pteose coli our focilitie~ direct
our 24 hour job line ot:

or coli

1-888-4UPS-JOB
Access Code: 4417
(lo ~oducci6n en espoi\ol
ohoro es dispon;ble)

I* I

~

"Program guidelines apply.

Public bul trons.portat)on il available.

Equal Opportvnity Employer

#' - 6iltlt Cbickltl 8urrito <lettuce, toMato, Sour creaM, SaiSal $4.00

#2 - rtlliltl Sub ("aM, proSciutto, Mortadella, SalaMi, provolo~e, peppers,

with potato chipS) $4.00
#3 - (bopped Slllcl (toMato, cheese, chicke~, baco~, paSta, gree~ o~io~SJ
ra~h dreSSi~gl $3.75
S oup~ -

Motldly -Tot ttllitli
wtdtleSclly - 8eef 8arlty

TutSdly - (rtaM of Potato

TburSclay - Turkey wild Rict

Basement of the Main Building
Open: Monday- Thursday 8:00AM - 6:30 PM
Friday 8:00AM - 3:00 PM
Also visit the &laSS (urtaita (aft ,1104 S. Wabash , and the "okita (aft ,623 S. Wabash .

Three new videos capture
the Chicago skate scene

Photos by Chris Fetters

Photographer Unknown

Kirk Vondra, creator of 'Focus,' F.A. Boardshop's new team video skates well, too. Frontside boardslide.

By William Gorski
Correspondent
"Suprise: Skateboarding in the City of
Chicago V. I" is the long awaited shop
video from Uprise Skateshop in Wicker
Park.
Uprise Skateshop, 1357 N.
Milwaukee Ave., has been one of the
biggest promoters of skateboarding in the
city for many years.
Anyone who ~ows about Uprise also
knows Mia, the shop's owner, and her
authentic love for skateboarding and all
the kids it brings to Uprise's door. If you
know a sponsored skater who lives in the
city, chances are they are sponsored by
Uprise as well. Uprise takes good care of
its riders by providing quality product and
a shop that seconds as a meeting place for
skaters before they go out for a day's
skate. The payback for Mia's positive
promotion of the scene is in the video.

"Suprise" is a compilation of footage
from Uprise's riders and friends shot primarily in Chicago. The video is about 40
minutes long and covers the last year of
skateboarding in the city. A premiere of
"Suprise" will be held at the Gene Siskei
Film Center, 164 N. State St., on Sunday,
April 7. Show times are I and 2 p.m.;
tickets are $3. For more information call
Uprise Skateshop at (773) 342-7763. If
you miss the premiere, ''Suprise" will be
for sale at Uprise shortly after the premiere.
"Focus" is a new video compiled by
Kirk Vondra, with the riders of F.A.
Skateshop in Arlington Heights, Ill. For
nearly a decade F.A. Skateshop has been
in business and promoting skateboarding
with demos and shop videos. "Focus"
promises to be a great video with riders
Scott Glover, Kirk Vondra, Leroy Stevens,
Steve Fauser, James Blum, Matt
Rzeszutko, Gary Rzeszutko, Josh Bouton,

'Rough Crowd's' creator, James Wilschke, takes one for the
Geneva crew and comes out of this otherwise perfect 180
nosegrind with a tom ACL ligament

Jim Haberl, Wes Bischoff and Jim
Mallardo.
The video is a compilation of footage
covering the last six months and is an estimated 40 to 45 minutes long. The video
has just been completed and a premiere
will be held sometime in mid-April at the
Des Plaines Theater, 1476 Miner St. in
Des Plaines, Ill. For more information
about specific premier dates, call the
theater at (847) 298-6715. For more
information on where you can get the
video or how much it will cost, call FA
Skateshop at (847) 392 3377.
"Rough Crowd" is a new video by
James Wilschke, creator of RQ
Boardshop's first shop video, "Resistance
to Flow." "Rough Crowd" is a Geneva
Crew Video featuring a variety of skateboarders in spots from all over the country. This video documents the progression
of some of the same skateboarders that
were seen in the "Resistance to Flow"

video, plus many more-including
appearances by Tosh Townend, Pete
Sutfin and Wes Lott.
Local riders include lim Annour,
Steve Davenport, Sam Cournoyer, Bart
Jones, Tim Ward, Ben Smith, Adam
Tobler, Josh Harmony and Patrick
Melcher. "Rough Crowd" is approximately 45 minutes long and documents the Geneva Crew's travels· and
experiences while skateboarding in
Chicago, its suburbs and the rest of the
United States.
An underground premiere will be held
somewhere in Humboldt Park on March
29 (if you' re crafty enough you can figure out where) and a premiere hosted by
RQ Boardshop will be publicly
announced sometime in mid-April.
For more information about " Rough
Crowd" release and premiere date,
keep in touch with RQ Boardshop at
(630) 305- 3551.

Salukis surprise, lllini advance to Sweet 16
0

SIU shows It Is the Cinderella of the tournament, while Illinois' Frank Williams turns It on In the clutch

By Rudolph Sanchez
Staff Writer
By now, many of us know what a Saluki
is--the oldest purebred dog in the world.
Now let's take a look at the Southern
Illinois team that has some young pureplayers.
Saluki sophomore forward Jermaioe
Dearman has put up some upperclassman-like numbers in the tournament so
far. I Ie has really stepped up despite
being labeled inconsistent. I le has totaled
42 points and II rebounds. What is most
impressive is that he is shooting more
than 50 percent from the field. Senior
guard Kent Williams, the team leader, has
hit 30 percent of his three-pointers and
Southern wants the ball in his hands when
the game is on the line.
The first ~e pitted the Salukis against
Bobby Kn1ght and his Texas Tech Red
Raiders. Southern definitely fed ofT the

hometown crowd that piled into the
United Center, going on to defeat Texas
Tech 76-68. The win did surprise some,
but many experts did predict their
advance to the second round. What the
experts did not count on was Southern
squeaking past third-seeded Georgia.
Southern saw themselves sink into a 19point ho le late in the first half of their second-round game. The Southern squad did
not look to next season; they regrouped
and fought back. Jermaine Dearman
scored 25 points in the comeback.
The win puts the Salukis in the Sweet 16
for the first time since the tournament
expanded to 64 teams. Southern has the
dauntinll task o f trying to defeat
Connecticut in Syracuse, N.Y., in the
Regional semifinals. SIU has definitely
become the Cinderella of this year's tournament. Kent State is also in the Sweet 16
but they' re far too talented to be tagged liS
a Cinderella team .

Sl U has played well against some very
talented teams. Southern is 8-3 in games
against teams ranked in the top I 00 in the
Rating Percentage Index. They have wins
over Georgia, Texas Tech, Indiana and
Creighton.
The Sweet 16 finds a more talented state
team in the University of Illinois. After
high expectations at the start of the season, the Fighting lllini stumbled through
the season but started to spark in the tournament.
•
In the first game, U. of I. stomped on
San Diego State, defeating the Aztecs 9364. Frank Williams has finally turned it
on, averaging 22 points in the first two
games. In round two, Illinois faced
Creighton and once again had a great perfonnance from Frank Williams who has
the most three-pointers in the tournament.
The lllini have also received strong performances from forward Brian Cook and
guard Corey Bradford. They both have a

combined 52 points in the first two games
of the tournament. Lucas Johnson gives
the team timely hustle and toughness
despite his injuries off the bench.
llliniois' Sweet 16 game is a rematch
against Kansas. They knocked off the
Jayhawks last year to reach the Regional
finals. This year, Kansas is much tougher
and the lllini will not have the luxury of
playing in front of a hometown crowd.
But the Big Ten crowd should help in
Madison, Wis. With the lllini playing the
best basketball of the season, they may
have the momentum to beat a Kansas
team that has not played as well as they
could.
UIC, the only other lllinois team in the
tournament, saw their season end with a
defeat at the hands of second seed
Oklahoma. The UIC squad hung in the
game despite very poor shootill$ from
three-point range, which helped them
reach the tournament.
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AL preview
Continued from Back Page
Rodriguez, Alex Rodriguez, Rafael
Palmeiro, Carl Everett, Juan Gonzalez
and Rusty Greer. A-Rod who is about to
start his second season ~ith Texas after
signing a $250 million contract last offseason, hit a single season shortstop
record 52 home runs last year. Gonzalez
carne b~ck to Texas after an outstanding
season m Cleveland, where he hit .325
and 35 home runs.
ALEast
N.Y. Yankees
The defending AL champs reloaded during the off-season by adding first baseman
Jason Giambi, relief pitcher Steve Karsay,
outfielder/DH John Vander Wal and third
baseman Robin Ventura.
Their pitching is still their strength, however. They have at least three pitchers
who could be aces on almost any other
pitching staff in the league. Last season's
Cy Young Award winner, Roger Clemens,
is still as dominant as ever with his 96mph fastball and nasty forkball. He went
20-3 last season with a 3.51 ERA. The
only question with Clemens is the health
of his legs. Last year he was bothered by
nagging injuries to his legs which have
carried over to spring training.
Mike Mussina (17-11), Andy Pettitte
(15-10) and David Wells (5-7) will follow
Clemens in the rotation. According to
ESPN there are rumors that the Yankees
are trying to trade Orlando Hernandez,

who has been with the team since 1998
and has proved to be a big-game pitcher.
Wells, who was with the White Sox last
year, suffered a back injury and missed
most of the season.
The Yankees bullpen is as strong as ever.
It starts with their closer Mariano Rivera.
Although he gave up the winning hit in
the World Series, Rivera still saved 50
games last season. He has proved time
and time again that he is a money pitcher.
Manager Joe Torre is not afraid to give
Rivera the ball in any clutch situation.
Ramiro Mendoza and Karsay will be
good setup men. Karsay is also capable of
being a closer when Torre wants to give
Rivera a day off.
The Yankees lineup is solid from top
to bottom. Derek Jeter, Jorge Posada
and Bernie Williams were All Stars last
season. With their new additions, they
are favored by many to win the
American League and quite possibly
the World Series. New York is hoping
b lue chip third baseman Drew Henson
can make it up to the big leagues by the
end of this season.
Bos ton Red Sox
The Red Sox started spring training with
a lot of turmoil. The team was sold to former Florida Marlins owner John Henry,
former Montreal Expos owner Jeffery
Loria and former Senate majority leader
George Mitchell for a record $660 mil-

iHola, mi amigos de Columbia! I don't
know about you, but I am definitely
ready for Cancun. I need a serious vacation before I go loco. SLAPSHOTS! is
going to be pretty light on gossip this
week, and I apologize, but it's been a
slow week.
Instead, with my allotted space I have
decided to provide you with the instructions needed to assemble an official
Sports Dudes Spring Break 2002
Pirate Party Hat. Be the envy of the
beach this spring break in this fashionable yet functional accessory.
Not only will the "Sports Dudes'
Spring Break 2002 Pirate Party Hat"
keep the sun out of your eyes, but it will
also make for great reading while tanning- and it has even been known to
come in handy for soaking up spilled
alcoholic beverages, vomit and tears....
We' ll get back to the Sports Dudes
Spring Break 2002 Pirate Party Hat in a
minute, but first some SLAPSHOTS!
Hell hath no fury like a baseball wife
scorned: Michelle Grace, ex-wife of
Arizona 0-Backs first baseman Mark
G race and current wife of Goodfella
Ray Liotta, have created and will star in
" Baseball Wives," a weekly HBO series.
Sports Illustrated reports that the series
will "portray the trials of being married
to a major leaguer" and likens the series
to a combination of "The Sopranos,"
" Arli$$" and "Sex in the City."
Controversy erupted last week in
Colorado after the Daily Camera, a

Boulder newspaper, reported that
University of Colorado female cheerleaders, shorter than 5-foot-7 were now
required to weigh less than 120 pounds.
Athletic department officials diffused a
not-so-perky s ituation by calling the
story inaccurate. Though a 120-pound
weight limit is being enforced, it only
applies to those cheerleaders who will be
performing stunts in which they will be
tossed into the air.
Image is everything to 1992 Wimbledon
champ Andre Agassi, who is suing
Wimbledon sponsor Rolex. Agassi filed
the lawsuit last month, citing, that the
luxury watchmaker used his likeness and
name without his permission in at least
two television commerciats.
What do Enron and the NFL have in
common? Arthur A ndersen , that's
what. The accounting firm accused of
obstructing justice in the Enron controversy has been the accounting firm of
the NFL and several teams for a number
of years. According to ESPN .com, the
NFL and the teams that retain the firm
are sticldng by Andersen a:nd have made
no plans to switch to other accounting
firms.
And you thought your roommate was
bad: The Oakland Raiders are suing
the A's over Network Associates
Coliseum advertising money. Oakland
and Alameda County gave the A's the
stadium's advertising rights, under the
agreement that they share profits over a
$3.9 million threshold »'ith the Raiders

FREE HAT! Instructions:
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lion. The owners fired general manager
Dan Duquette and replaced him with
interim GM Mike Port. Then they made a
managerial change by firing Joe Kerrigan
and hiring former Indians bench coach
Grady Little.
The Red Sox improved their pitching
staff during the off-season. They are hoping that the additions of Dustin
Hermanson and John Burkett will provide
more depth in their rotation behind star
flame-thrower Pedro Martinez.
Martinez missed a lot of action last season due to injury, but he managed to go
7-3 w ith a 2.39 ERA. Hermanson
spent last season in St. Louis and went
14-13 with a 4.45 ERA. Burkett had a
surprising season with Atlanta by going
12-12 with a 3.04 ERA. He got off to a
slow start but started winning during the
second half of the season.
The Red Sox moved former closer
Derek Lowe into the starting rotation.
Last season, he went 5-I 0 with 24 saves
coming out of the bullpen. Boston
picked up Ugueth Urbina last season in
a trade with Montreal. Urbina will
assume the full-time closer's role, where
he had 24 saves last season.
Boston went out and got some help
offensively and on the bases. They
signed former Oakland centerfielder
Johnny Damon. A lthough he had a slow
start last season, he started to pick up his

play during the second half. He hit .256
for the A's and had 27 stolen bases.
Rickey Henderson was also signed to a
minor league contract earlier this month
and might split time with Damon at the
lead-off spot. The two bring some muchneeded speed to Beantown.
The Red Sox also signed first baseman
Tony Clark, formerly with Detroit. Clark
has a lot of power and can hit for average
but he is very injury prone. If he stays
healthy he is capable of putting up some
big numbers.
If Nomar Garciaparra is fully recovered
from the wrist injury that put him on the
shelf for most of last season, then the Red
Sox will have a very scary line-up to
opposing pitchers. Nomar's presence will
provide the BoSox with the heart of the
order, which will consist of him, Manny
irez and Trot Nixon. Ramirez had a
strong season last year, his first in a Red
Sox uniform. He hit .306 and had 41
home runs.
Nixon is a terrific all-around player. He
plays great defense in right fie ld, wh ich is
not easy to do at Fenway Park with all of
the different angles. He hit .280 last
season with 27 home runs.
The American League should have
some pennant races which will go
down to the wire. Maybe this w ill be
the year that the White Sox go all the
way. Maybe.

Photo Illustration by Ryan Saunders

An extremely intoxicated Saunders (left) parties with friends In Mexico while modeling the offic1al Sports Dudes Spring Break 2002 Pirate Party Hal
and the Coliseum. The Raiders have year." That's New York Giants running
seen no money since returning to .back Tiki Barber telling the New York
Oakland in 1995, and accuse the A's of Post how annoyed he is with fellow
accounting trickery that understates the teammate Michael Strahan. Barber
actual earnings. The A's deny the allega- lashed out at sack-tastic defensive end
tion, and a Sacramento County Superior Strahan, after he turned down a 7-year, .
Court Judge will decide the terms under $58-million deal because he wouldn't get
which the Raiders can examine A's his $17 million signing bonus all at once,
records.
which Barber finds to be "absolutely
" He's already making more than most ridiculous." Strahan, unhappy with the
quarterbacks. I find it hard to believe Giants 7-9 record last season has
this whole deal hinged on if he was vowed to leave the team after his congoing to get $ 17 or $ 10 million this tract expires next year.
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Sports Dudes Spring Break 2002 Pirate Party Hat assembly instructions:

I. Remove the front page of the paper (or an inside black and white page for those
black-tie galas) and fold it in half as it normally would be (see I a).
2. Fold comer down toward the center. Next, fold down the opposite comer in the
very same manner (2a).
3. Fold the bottom up on each side.
4. With a pen, crayon or marker (preferred), feel free to write your name or draw
the logo of your favorite sports team. Be creative.
5. Open hat up from bottom, place atop head, and hit the beach!
Send us your spring break party pictures of you and your friends wearing your
Sports Dudes Spring Break 2002 Pirate Party Hats and you may see yourself in a
future issue of the Chronicle!

-

M's, Yanks ready to rumble
0

A's, BoSox also contenders for American League pennant this season

AP Photo/ Elaine Thompson

Mariners Mike Cameron (left) and lchiro Suzuki are all smiles after last year's 116-win season.

By Dustin Klass
Sports Editor
The 200 I season was incredible for the American League.
The Seattle Mariners won a
major-league-record 11 6 games,
but it was the Yankees who
ended up representing the AL in
the World Series. The Oakland
A's, who had a record of I 02-60,
would have won a division title if
they were in any other division in
baseball.
Unfortunately for
them, they were in the AL West
behind the Mariners.
The Minnesota Twins surprised
everyone by going 85-77 last
season. Talks of contracting the
team, however, surrounded them
throughout the off-season. In
Boston, it was the same old story.
Controversy in the Red Sox front
office was a major distraction for
the team on the fie ld. They went
82-79, which is not bad, but did
not meet their expectations. The
BoSox are still are looking to
knock off those damn Yankees.
A new season is about to start,
and there arc a lot of high hopes
and expectations for many teams
around the league. llcrc arc the
teams to look out for in the
American League starting in the
Central Division:
Cltvtland Indian~:
If their pitching s t<~ ll' ca nli ve
up to it~ potential, Cleveland will
have a legitimate shot at competing with the White Sox. Bartolo
Colon will he the trine's ace.
·r he hard-throwinK right -hander
we11t 14- 12 la•t •ca" " ' wi th a
4 .fi'J EI<A . Judgi11g lrom his
record, he (,;(Ill

nc

incuusistcllt.

Colo11 ha• had trounle with coutrol throug)H>IIt hi• career, nut i r
he call keep the nail ill the •trike
i'n uc. he

(...i.ltl

dominate a Jt;Hnc.

r ',( ·. S<rnMhw had a great r< Hrk·
1c <u:a'<'m going 1 7- ~ . lie fill·
" bed <u:t-oru l i11 the l(ookic oft he
Year votmg hchi11d k hin • Sumk i
,,J <;calllc. With a hi!( lcii!(IIC•ea"''11 1111der hi• helt, look lor
<{;,hattJ j;l to d11 ~ IHIC IW IJI Ir

a~c i" the huliaoq: ' rr•tutlou.

dalfl·

Although Cleveland lost two
major offensive weapons in Juan
Gonzalez and Roberto Alomar.
they still have first baseman Jim
Thome, outfielder/DH Ellis
Burks, and right fielder Matt
Lawton. Thome hit .29 1 and had
49 home runs and 124 RBI last
season. Burks came over from
the Giants before the 200 I season, and made a nice contribution hitting .280 with 28 home
runs. Lawton, who came over
from the Mets in the Roberto
Alomar trade, hit .277 with 13
home runs.
Minnesota 1\vins:
Despite the contraction rumors,
the Twins are back for the 2002
season and are once again loaded
with young talent. It starts with
their pitching staff which is
loaded with very gifted arms.
Eric Milton, the ace of the staff,
can get his fastball into the mid90s and is not afraid to pitch
inside. He also has a big breaking curvcball and an improving
change-up. Milton went 15-7
with a 4.32 ERA last season. Joe
Mays improved his control last
season and that enabled him to
get 17 wins and a 3. 16 ERA.
Urad Radke did not get a lot of
run support during the 200 I
campaign hut was sti ll ahle to
earn 15 wins. If the Twins' rotation stays healthy, they should be
right in the thick o f the A L
Central race.
Minnesota's ollcnse is a big
question. They have some good
hitters hut it is yet to he determined if their lineup will pro·
d111.:c enough nms In win cnnsis..
tent Iy. Fir.•t haseman DOll!(
Micnt kiewic/. hit .101o wit h 15
horne ruus. Acco rd ing to so111c
ha •e hall .~ cnct s, he has the potential to hit 20 to 25 lumcc rnns
11111111ally. ('orey Koskie has hi!(h
expectations liJr the 2002 season
aller hitting .276 111111 zr, home
r11n' la•t year.

A LWu f

Senflle Mnrlnen
Seatt le lost three potent iulllull
ol Jlmncrs (l(amly Johnson. Ken
( lt illl-y Jr. ami Alex l<odrlt~ ucz)

in the past three seasons. Their
record, however, showed no evidence of missing those players
last season. If the Mariners plan
on repeating the success of last
season and going deeper into the
playoffs, they better get the same
results from their pitching staff.
Last season three Seattle hurlers
were in double digits in wins.
Jamie Moyer led all pitchers
with a 20-6 record with a 3.43
ERA. Freddy Garcia, who is
projected to be the Mariners' ace,
won 18 games last season with a
3.05 ERA and Paul Abbott won
17 games.

Seattle lost three
Hall of Famers
(Randy Johnson,
Ken Griffey Jr.
and Alex
Rodriguez) last
three seasons.
Their bullpen is incredibl y
strong, starting with close r
Kazuhiro Sasaki. li e had 45
saves last season in 69 appearances. Arthur Rhodes provided
Seattle with a lot of lcll handed
pop. lie throws in the mid-90s.
and has a good cut fitsthall.
Rhodes went H-0 with a I. 72
EI<A last year. Jell' Nelson has
hcena terri lie set-up mun li1r the
lust lew seasons. lie went 4-1
with a 2.76 EI<A .
( 'omhi ne their pitch in!( stall'
wit h 11 lim·11p which that inclutks
Edgar Murtntez. IJret ll<mne, Jl'll'
( 'iril lo, .fohn (>lenni, lchiro
St11.11ki 1111d Mike ('mncron, und
you hnVl' yoursel f 11 solid tl'lllll
all uwund. llc11>nc had 11 brenk out SeiiSOII IJy hittlnfl . 11 1, .17
home runs and 14 11(111. Sn1.11kl.
who hit J5U 111td luul ~ (, sh>lcn
hnscs. Clllll(ht the hcnrts of

Seattle fans in his first season
playing professional baseball in
the United States after coming
over from Japan.
The Mariners traded third baseman David Bell to the Giants for
outfielder
Desi
Relaford.
However, they filled that opening at third base by signing
Cirillo away from the Colorado
Rockies. He is a very solid, well
rounded player. He had a good
year last season in Colorado by
hitting .313 with 17 home runs.
Cirillo is a great addition to
Seattle's line-up.
Oakland Athletics
Although they lost star first
baseman Jason Giambi, expect
the A's to be in the hunt for the
Western Division title come
September. With their young
pitching staff intact, they have
high hopes of bringing a World
Series title to Oakland for the
first time since 1989.
The A's have a 1-2-3 pllnch
consisting of Tim Hudson ( 189), Mark Mulder (2 1-8) and
Barry Zito ( 17-8). All three
proved they are capable of pitching in big games, and were
impressive against the Yankees
in the ALDS last fall. Cory Lidle
was a pleasant surprise for
Oakland in 200 I. He went 13-6
with a 3.59 ERA and proved to
he a qtutlity No. 4 starter.
During the oll~season . Oakland
lost closer Jason lsringhausen
hut then s igned fimn~r Toronto
closer nilly Koch. Koch, who
throws in the high-90s. suved 36
gumes li1r the n luc Jnys lnst senson. The A's nlso have two good
set-up nwn in the bullpt•n with
Jell"l'um nntl Jim Mt•ci r.
Ewn without
Oinmhi.
Onklund 's lineup is still in very
goml shufX'. If .lcrnmine I>y~
lhlly recovers ll'Om n hrokl•n
Iihuln. hl• will be l'cnrctl hy pitchCI"N nnutml the l~ll l!liC. Dy~ hit
.2X2 with 26 home nuts nntl I ()(1
IW I.
Th ird hnscllllll\ Eric
( 'hu vez nntl shortstnp Mil!lucl
'Jcjudu pt'trvldt• not unly jil't'llt
d e l~nsc tilt tht• Jell side ul the
lnlkhl , hut nlsn n lnt n l' Jl<IWCr.

Chavez hit .288 with 32 home
runs, while Tejada had a .267
average and hit 31 round-trippers.
The A's went out and traded for
outfielder/DH David Justice in
the off-season. Justice, who was
injured a lot last season, hit .241
and had 18 home runs. That was
a sub-par season by his standards, but if he rebounds Justice
will be a nice contribution to
Oakland's lineup. The A's will
probably move centerfielder
Terrence Long back to the leadoff spot since they lost Johnny
Damon to Boston.
Texas Rangen
With a powerful lineup, the
Rangers looked to improve their
pitching this season. lbey went
73-89 in 200 I but, while runs
came easily, pitching was their
major problem. Their staffcould
not hold leads and cost them
many games down the stretch.
Although they signed Chan Ho
Park the verdict is still out on
their starting rotation. Park went
15-11 with a 3.50 ERA last season with the Dodgers but his
numbers have dropped the last
few seasons. Even if Park can
get his 95 mph fastball back and
dominate, the Rangers' staff is
still in trouble. They have
Kenny Rogers (5-11), Doug
Davis ( 11 -10) and Dave Burba
(I 0-10) behind Park.
The Rangers added John
Rocker and Todd Vun Poppe! to
their bullpen in the oll:season.
V11n PoppeI had 11 great yenr with
tlw Cubs last senson going 4-1
with 11 2.52 ERA. Rocker, who
split time betwl'\'1\ Atlantt\ nnd
Ck·w lllnd last ycnr. went 5·9
with 11 4.J2 ERA . tmd it is still
y~t hi he dctl'nnin~'<l if he will be
11hl~ to kcl'p his cool.
JdT
Zi mm~nnrm w11s the Rnt~'
clt>s,•r lttst Sl'IISon. Ho had l 8
SIIW S uml II - .40 LiRA.
Oll\•nsiw ly th.: Rtulgml' lineup is lnct't'dihly stron11. They l!\1
gtlit~t~tll Sl!llt\111 Jot ornu" with
11 <lrtll•r consistlt~g of I at\

See

